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Project Summary
Inside today's vehicles ~4000 CAN-Bus signals/sec are processed in comparison to very few signals in
smart phones and alike. This large amount of continuously gathered vehicle data represents major big
data business potentials, not only for the automotive industry but in particular for cross-sectorial industries
with interdisciplinary applications. With today's proprietary approaches focusing on bringing services into
vehicles and the applied ignorance of customer privacy concerns, this major business potential is still
locked because the automotive industry was not yet able to establish an open service ecosystem equivalent to the ones in the smart phone industry.
The core intention of the AutoMat project is to innovate an open ecosystem for Vehicle Big Data, materializing in the form of a cross-border Vehicle Big Data Marketplace that leverages currently unused information gathered from connected vehicles. The interface to the marketplace is derived from a Common
Vehicle Information Model that makes mined and anonymous vehicle data from various OEMs accessible
to cross-sectorial service providers. With the huge amount of volatile data from vehicles, the AutoMat
ecosystem heavily builds upon current trends in Big Data. Exemplary service scenarios, driven by service
providers dedicated to generate concrete businesses from the AutoMat ecosystem, are developed in the
context of meteorological data based hyper local and extended innovative enterprise service domains.
By defining an open value chain, the proposed AutoMat ecosystem enables and stimulates parties from
different sectors to focus on their core businesses and to excel collaboration with other partners. AutoMat
therefore may serve as incubator for new business opportunities strengthening Europe's position as provider of innovative cross-sectorial and cross-border Big Data services.
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Document Summary
The monetization of car data has taken a dominant position in the strategy definition for incumbent in the
automotive industry and has a significant potential of value creation in several other sectors through the
creation of services from aggregated packages. However, the marketplace’s dynamics around car data
package exchange, when offer and demand are not defined upfront, result in an iterative process driven
by the possibility of Service Providers to use data and feedback the other side of the platform with information on relevant content of the package, within an increasing level of collaboration among actors and
progressive definition of business drivers.
This document introduces the analysis of the value creating logic, with tools, simulations, results and recommendations based on the value network approach. To illustrate such complexity, we designed and
analysed the car data value network from which tangible and intangible values are generated. We proposed a frame for the business model applying to the Marketplace. We showed which elements of the
value chain impact more the cost of the data packages, and which are the key factors driving the willingness to pay, with a first indication of data package with concrete sales opportunity. Through the simulation of the Profit&Loss we aimed at exploring the impact of cost and revenues elements on final profit in
order to provide elements to platform’s actors for strategic decision making on the marketplace future
development.
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1 Introduction
Document status - This document is the deliverable 6.6 and 6.7., belonging to the WP600 “Business
Impact” and the Task 630 “Business Model Value Chain”. It was originally called Push and Effectual
Business Models. Following the delivery of 6.5 “Pull approach business models”, the recommendations
received after the review meeting in December 2016, and the project development compared to initial
plan, the consortium focus for the M36 deliverable became the mapping of the critical interactions between value chain and marketplace economic model toward profitability. The progressive definition of
demand/offer matching area and the framing of the economic model allowed the creation of the Marketplace P&L to be used for simulations and strategic decision making for the future of the platform.
Methodology - Building on the theoretical building blocks and findings of the first deliverable, three perimeters of the platform dynamic: the demand side (pilot B2B2C clients + other potential clients), the offer
side (carmakers), and the platform. The research work has been performed toward the platform participants, with focus on detailed comprehension of the dynamics of alignment and interest definition while the
data packages were tested by Service Providers. Our methodology crossed a longitudinal analysis of the
ongoing consortium project, refined interviews of consortium partners and potential partners outside the
consortium, a comparison with competitors’ marketplace, and the exploration of the strategic dynamics
between the value chain and the profitability generated by simulations of Profit&Loss. This allowed IMT to
perform investigation on the willingness to pay. Such elements contribute to provide further indications on
business model definition and to define the P&L as a result of such iterative work of discovery and conception.

Objectives –The Automat project is a “proof of concept” aiming to check about the technical and business robustness of a platform aggregating data from various car manufacturers, and selling these data to
a wide range of customers. The Task 630 is dedicated to formulate best practices and recommendations
regarding the business robustness, relying on the analysis of the whole project. The first stage of the project highlighted several “unknowns” about the parameters of the business model. In the Second stage,
some unknowns became more defined although not fully, and such a process allow a deeper assessment
on the business model characteristics and profit viability path of the marketplace.
Structure of the document – The first section details the evolution of contextual elements for data driven
platform assessment. The second section provides the literature review for management and economics
relevant inputs on marketplace assessment. The third section focuses on the marketplace competitors’
analysis. The fourth section deals with the evolution of the project. The fifth section describes the value
chain, follow by the analysis of the three sides of the platform, offer, marketplace and demand. The seventh session focuses on the Marketplace sustainability assessment with management and economic
tools. The last two sections provides key findings and recommendations regarding both the ongoing Automat project in order to optimize the strategic choices of the platform key characteristics and the business consideration for partners.
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2 Evolution of the contextual elements on Automat project and in car
data value extraction
2.1

The ground of the second half of the project

As intermediate step during the project development, the first deliverable allowed IMT to identify which
were the critical issues on Automat marketplace business environment, with identification of three potential business model scenarios. The approach to the project is as learning arena and setting open standards as a must toward scalability process.
As a brief reminder of the conclusions of D6.5 deliverables, we propose here below the recommendations
in term of business model strategic choices: We proposed two main options in term of models of business:

Table 1: : Business model options
IMT recommendations were on the Service business model one.
Based on the reciprocal roles of private and public actors in term of regulation and governance, three
possible declinations in term of business model were presented:
-

Private broker scenario: OEMs share small amount of data, pursuing internal profitability scenario
on multi lineage product scenario

-

Public regulated brokerage scenario: EU buyer of data and private company as aggregator

-

Public/private regulated service provider scenario: structured based on public ownership of data
by the EC and private management by the Consortium within the Marketplace, having the aggregation performed within the boundaries of the marketplace by one of the partners. This “regulated” scenario would imply to focus on strategic customers (e.g. Health, Security, Safety, Autonomous Driving, IoT), having certified data providers with certified data providers (from databases
or connected objects), and a certified data aggregation pipeline.

IMT recommendations on the scenario were on the third one.
At that point, the so-called value proposition of the Marketplace was not clearly defined, as the cost drivers weren’t, and it was not possible to associate a clear negotiable value to OEMs’ data assets. Such
value was still to be defined by the interplay between Service Providers and OEMs on the usability of
provided data.
D6.7 Final version
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With indication of one best fitting, we indicated the project as learning arena, we suggested to have
open standards, and proposed the Significance Prober tool to overcome the chicken&egg problem
and better define the Business Model effectively fitting the Automat Marketplace.
Following the review meeting in Luxembourg on Dec 13th 2016 and the related recommendations, the
development of WP630 has been redirected toward a better completion of business model assessment
reflecting EC expectation and the real development of the project.
Activities carried out included literature reviews, Significance Prober tools application, Competitors analysis, Use cases exploration via interviews, Value network design and analysis, Value chain development,
Economic Model formulation, Study of Price Scheme, P&L elements definition and simulation.
The occurred project development, in term of the forecasted input of cost and revenue relative figures,
data package use feedback, Data Open Context activity cancellation, impacted the possibility of effectively perform the Pull and Effectual Business model through the Significance prober completion as presented in D6.5. The impact of missing input for the business model study involved IMT and partners in an
evolution of the content of the business model linked activity.
The content of the deliverable evolved toward the following list of subjects:
•

Market analysis on competitor marketplaces,

•

Value network analysis

•

Definition of cost and revenue model with relevant hypothesis formulation,

•

Value chain analysis with cost appreciation

•

Definition of P&L with estimation figures (simulation)

•

Analysis of impact of value chain analysis with cost appreciation on P&L

•

Recommendations on so-far defined business model

With the cancellation of the Open context activity T620 and the non-viability of the Open data challenge
as replacement, IMT didn’t have the input on the un-forecasted opportunities emerging from outside nor
further development of the project, as the project completion in term of matching offer and demand was
delayed by the delay of data, which impacted the possibility of fully using the Significance Prober. The
effectual business model completion could therefore not be performed as forecasted, as no external elements could be collected. Information coming from demonstrations of Consortium Service Providers,
which could have partially replaced it, arrived late in the project timeline and allowed a partial investigation on outside the consortium opportunities. The content was then replaced with economic model analysis in order to deliver an actionable tool for strategic decisions on cost and incitation driver factors through
the dynamics of interaction between value network, value chain and business plan relevant elements.
Following the above described activity, IMT integrated the qualitative definition of mechanisms to the
quantitative identification of relative estimation figures for each line of the Profit&Loss. The model includes parameters and hypothesis identified for service providers partners of the Consortium and selected use cases.
The above process allowed the finding of the business model typology emerging from the project, along
with the identification of value created so far and the platform sustainability conditions in exploitation
phase. From such finding, recommendations on future actions have been provided.
The results are actionable analysis and include tools for a more precise assessment every partner can
use on its own in order to input the real data without confidentiality problems, and to use IMT hypothesis
on the parts related to other actors. Several simulations can be therefore performed, and links and formulas changed in relation to further evolution of the project as a common experience, or as a stem for separate projects developed by Consortium Partners.
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Context evolution in the last year

The subject of car data monetization is hotter than ever. The awareness of car collected data value is
diffused, but the identification of the value and the way to collect it is still open to several strategic choices
on the connectivity strategy for OEMs as well as for the other actors along the value chain.
Among the studies on car data monetization, the following Visualization of business model archetypes is
proposed as linked to the position of the actor along the value chain:

Figure 1: Business Model Archetypes along the value chain. (Source Strategy Engineers (2016))

While describing the business model just as matching between service/product and price for each archetype, based on traditional revenue schemes, the report does not include a definition for the business
model of Data Access Platform Operator, stating that:” at this point, it is too early to judge, wheatear the
prime revenue stream will be from charging parties that want to buy or parties that want to sell data, it is
expected that access platforms will need to find a way to get reimbursed for their costs, be it through advertisement or any other form” (Strategy Engineers 2016).

In the last year, we assisted to the evolution of the business of already existing actors in data marketplace, such as Dawex.
In 2017, the marketplace declared an impressive increase in platform users’ adoption, up to 2000 companies from all sectors. Such increase resulted in increase on revenue sales, composed by the following
actors in term of role in data transaction: 60% of platform participants are data buyers and 40% are data
sellers (Dawex Website).
In the realm of existing corporations entering the car connectivity business, Microsoft and IBM, they
launch their own connected-car platforms in the aim of helping OEMs to be more competitive by adding
more suitable services for their digitally-evolving customers through their cloud services. Being aware that
infrastructure and scale to build the connected car environment are recognized as “complicated, expensive and resource intensive” (Microsoft Blog Jan 5th 2017), Microsoft Connected Vehicle platform announced at CES 2017 targets five scenarios of improved OEMs services, such as predictive maintenance, improved in-car productivity, advanced navigation, customer insights and help building autonomous driving capabilities.
D6.7 Final version
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Real time access forecasted by IBM through Watson IoT for Automotive software bundle will allow OEMs
to transfer 13millions messages per second and connect the car to other connected devices, in order to
conceive new services, applications and solutions.

Besides existing and commercially launched actors, a couple of actors emerged as potential direct competitors of Automat in car data monetization.
Founded in 2015 by Ben Volkow and Avner Cohen, Israeli Otonomo start-up has been created in the aim
of offering the first connected car data marketplace through a centralized platform. The operations covered by the marketplace activities are the packaging of data collected parameters into data bundles and
the selling of such bundles to service providers to enhance their business development and innovation
performances of their applications and services. The declared company’s attitude is the handling of car
data with a special attention to core needs such as accounting, billing, security, market management,
privacy protection, regulatory compliance, data anonymization and normalization, API linkage and more.
And the target in term of positioning among competitors is doubtless, as recently declared by Otonomo
CEO and Co-Founder Ben Volkow “There is one simple rule with marketplaces all across the board, one
takes 80 percent and the rest are left with 20. The way to become that one is to get as many cars on the
platform as fast as possible and become dominant. “
Founders achieved a steadily increase of the number of investors around the promise of making seamless on OEMs side the monetization of car data, and on service providers side, the use of near real time
car big data.
Based on the above elements, the project attracted the interest of several investors, such as Delphi,
StageOne Ventures and Maniv Mobility, Bessemer Ventures and Dell Technologies Capital and the latest
NTT DOCOMO Ventures. So far, Otonomo reached 41 million USD of investment (Automotive News
February 20th 2018). The facts so far declared by the startup are that they have 2 million cars already in
the platform, from 10 automakers (Daimler among them) and 11 auto-related companies engaged in pilot
programs, and that a first commercial pilot agreement with a Japanese automaker should be unveiled in
May 2018.

Another actor fully devoted to car data monetization and emerging as commercially active in 2017 is Caruso data marketplace. The marketplace has been created in 2017 in the aim of providing a full range of
data packages from automotive aftermarkets players and other industries in order to allow service providers to increase quality and proposals of telematics services. It was founded by a German private company and quickly involved several external shareholders. It is unclear when it went commercially active, but
supposedly in late 2017.
While new and old actors in digital industry and data marketplace get involved into car connectivity and
data monetization leadership competition, the chicken&egg problem of data monetization described in
D6.5 has not been solved. According to Frost&Sullivan consulting agency, the potential of quantity of data
available is huge, for an estimated opportunity value of $33 billion by 2025 if all the connected vehicles
with the ability to capture certain data types were monetized. This amount is indeed dependant on the
percentage of monetizable data compared to the available data. Car data are expected to be packaged
into more than 140 viable use cases, but a very limited percentage of it, around 15%, appears to be sellable (Frost&Sullivan late October 2017 report). No information is given on the definition of viable use case
and on the composition of a use case in term of data bundle. Nevertheless, some information on the typology of data considered for the hypothesis of accessible monetization in 2017 has been provided: apparently the amount of 2 billion USD could be collected from the location, driver behavior, vehicle use,
high definition mapping and environmental data type.
The relevance of the willingness to pay construction is stated:” “Willingness to pay will become the key
variable that will determine pricing benchmarks for data products as data-led transformations are inevitable considering the increasing number of digital touchpoints and evolving use cases” (Manohar, N. 2018)
As far as platform functioning, private set up and broker model seem to drive the management of data
marketplace, but no clear information are available on the financial viability of such choices. As Automat
concept deals at the same time with digital innovation, which challenges and business rules specific to
the digital economy and it involves the participation of industrial incumbents, the logics of business model
design and path toward profitability might drive to hybrid scenario. An in-depth analysis of the evolution of
Automat project and of the dynamics among the value network, value chain, and cost and sales interplay
should help in getting indications on how to navigate this fast race toward car data monetization.
D6.7 Final version
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In the following section we will present the methodology of the research work we followed for the above
analysis.

3 Methodology
3.1

Research vision and goals

Based on the literature review proposed and analysis presented on deliverable 6.5, the key issues to
address in the second part of the project as relevant to business model design have been set as:
-

The evolution of value chain structure

-

The evolution of the matching process between offer and demand of the platform

-

The definition of a Profit&Loss frame on which the interplay among the value chain structure can
be shown in term of dynamics and influences toward profitability of the platform.

The research work has been performed toward the platform participants, with focus on detailed comprehension of the dynamics of alignment and interest definition while the data packages were tested by Service Providers. This allowed IMT to perform further external investigation on the willingness to pay of potential platform users. Such elements contribute to define the P&L as a result of such iterative work of
discovery and conception.
Tools used and processes followed during the second part of the project aimed at:

3.2

-

Refining the definition of the components of the value proposition: It has been set that the
platform will only have data from cars and it will package them in order to fit pre-set proposal or
advanced queries.

-

Better identifying the link between the elements of the value chain and the cost dynamics
of the platform. How the distributed mastering of the whole value chain of data exploitation impact the profitability of the platform?

-

The structuring of the Consortium Service Providers perception of value, by collaborative
interactions between offer and demand. Willingness to pay slowly starts to appear based on the
use of the provided data.

-

The potential external customer willingness to pay preliminary verification. Based upon early
results on platform data use by Consortium partner service providers, we approached two potential users to check the process of willingness to pay building for the proposed product and service.

-

The suitable pricing scheme studying. The price of the data has been set since the beginning of
the project as a big unknown. In order to contribute to the chicken&egg problem, we proposed a
price scheme which is adapted to the phases of platform creation, and which identifies platform
users as adoption scalability key actors, and rewarded them on the basis of the platform adoption
rate.

Framework

The research framework presented in D6.5 was confirmed as relevant to the subject observed. The initial
framework definition was based on the definition of value to be attributed to each case of the value chain
(defined as Direct, Indirect and Strategic):

D6.7 Final version
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Figure 2: Research framework
As a reminder, the three levels of value for each player were defined as:
- Direct value: this represents the immediate perceived value perception and willingness to pay
(respectively sell), for customers (respectively data suppliers like OEMs). This part is mostly considered in traditional business models since the market exists, with broadly recognized supply elements and broadly recognized products or services.
-

Indirect value: this represents the value perceived by an agent (data supplier, complementors,
platform, etc.) which allows him to derive profit from the transaction while feeding other activities.
From a company perspective, it is the value generated for the benefit of another division in the
company. From the platform perspective, it is all value generated by transfer of product/service to
B or C who will then sale it to a third party which will remunerate back the marketplace.

-

Strategic value: this represents the perceived future value captured by an actor. From a company
perspective (OEMs, service provider,…) this means that investing in the platform will nurture strategic assets (skills, capability, knowledge etc.) which will meet future product roadmaps. From a
public investor perspective (EU) this means investing in building future positions, long-term consortiums, long-term infrastructures,… which are critical for their own policy.

The process of gradually grasping the complex value creation logic in Automat double-sided context and
the target set on economic assessment of the marketplace business perspective, resulted into a different
value chain steps characterization, evolving from the originally proposed one to a cost-typology one.
As finite values on costs were not available within the consortium, we investigate the public available data
on the marketplace cost structure. The quality of the information gathered allowed certain considerations
for the structure of the P&L, but was not of a quality to allow extrapolation for Automat value chain; therefore we opted for a percentage estimation of the weight of every step for the Consortium partners, having
divided the activities in sub-groups.
As this exercise was still sensitive for the information Consortium partners can shared, the new characterization of the value chain steps per actor toward cost analysis is defined as:
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-

Fixed cost: the main cost element of the step is driven by fixed costs, not related to the amount of
data exchanged in the platform. The information on this typology will inform us on which step of
the value chain impact the size of infrastructure and organization needed to run the marketplace.
Such costs include technology, software, office, management, payroll, marketing, legal, insurances etc.

-

Variable cost: the main cost element of the step is driven by variable costs, related to the amount
of data exchanged in the platform. Such costs include all the activities involved in data processing
and related to the amount of data processed, such as the data retrieving, the queries, the cloud
storage indexing, the contract management, broker services etc.

-

Human resource cost: the main cost element of the step is driven by human resources cost. It
should highlight if there are steps in the value chain which cost is mainly driven by dedicated human resources, which are included in fixed and variable costs, but need to be highlighted as highly related to the value created in the value chain step.

Building on the elements defined by the evolution of research vision and goals, the main elements contributing to the structuring of the research:
-

The feedback on project evolution by the participants to the platform, i.e. the marketplace,

-

The feedback on early project results by external potential platform users,

-

The tool presented in D 6.5, The Significance Prober

-

The economic model of an emergent platform in which willingness to pay, cost of the product/service and cost of the platform are put into structured relationship

-

Hypothesis on all the elements determining the P&L calculation and simulation, based on public
available information and extrapolation from data analysis

Based on the above elements, we defined the most appropriate data collection process.

3.3

Data collection and analysis

3.3.1 Data collection process
Based on the platform management and digital economy literatures, we observed the following evolutions:
- how platform structure, offer and demand evolved during the project,
-

how partners have performed the task of aligning toward the definition of platform structure, offer
and demand,

On each of the three perimeters of analysis (platform, offer, demand) we systematically observed inside
and outside perspectives compared to the Automat project.

Demand

Inside the Automat project

Outside the Automat project

We have been analyzing how the pilot
“clients” HERE & Meteologix reacted to
the first data available in the marketplace

Based on the result of the consortium
service providers feedback, we interviewed two B2B clients in order to verify
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and how the process of treat them was
perceived, in order to fulfill the process of
value estimation of the data coming from
such platform

the possibility of concrete interest in platform adoption and willingness to pay, and
therefore to assess further development
opportunities.

We have been observing the role for the
“collective process” in building a certain
form of “willingness to pay”.
Platform
/
marketplace

IMT observed how the value network and
value chain evolved though the project
+ Strategic significance of certain value
chain elements emerged along the reflection on business model components.

IMT reviewed articles on car data monetization, platforms and value proposition
use
- comparison of car data marketplaces
with assessment on characterization
factors
- Guidelines for successful factors have
been found.
- P&L simulations have been performed
to assess links between value chain
steps and profitability

Offer

We have been observing how the definition of service providers need impacted
the decision making for technical and
project management choices.
We observed how the actors composing
the offer reached awareness of value
chain steps role for their value collection.

- analysis of estimate car data value has
been performed
- Impact of technological choices on value chain and P&L has been evaluated,
for scaling and profitability purposes.

Table 2: Data collection process by perspective

3.3.2 External sources
IMT reviewed connected vehicle and big data reports from companies such as ACEA, McKinsey,
Frost&Sullivan, organizations such Automotive News Europe, etc.
Besides, discussions held with academics and managers during participation to academic conferences
and workshops on related subject, contributed to knowledge input and sharing on marketplace business
modeling and scalability. Some of the conferences attended include:


“Reshaping Vehicle and Mobility Ecosystems”, Nov 14-15 2017 London Business School, London
UK



“The future of Intermodality” series of workshop, January- May 2017, Ile de France Mobilité (ex
STIF), Paris, France

3.3.3 Interviews
As a complement to the large panel of actors interviewed in the first half of the project, and based on the
boundaries of outside demand exploration set by the consortium and on the first feedback from the marketplace data packages use by Consortium service providers, IMT selected two actors to be interviewed
as potential customers.

Organization

Interviewee(s) position within the organization

Taxi company

Responsible of digital strategy
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Mobility service operator

Global Marketing Director

Table 3: Position of the interviewees within their organization

The interviews format we chosen in the non-structured, and it was chosen accordingly to the experience
of interviews of the first half of the project. The content of the inquiry was based on the Consortium
Service Providers feedback from the use of the first data uploaded in the marketplace and on their
answer to IMT questionnaire.

3.3.4 Research-action approach
IMT methodology approach includes researcher to intervene in the activities of the company or institution
the activity to be observed is deployed.
Therefore, IMT takes active participation to the consortium activity, not only in term of observer, but as
contributor and decision maker as the other partners.
During the second part of the project, IMT performed the following activities within the consortium:
- Input providing through presentations during consortium steering committees,
-

Management tool proposition to consortium partners

-

Proposition of economic model suitable for the platform

-

Proposition of a price scheme suitable for overcoming the scalability challenge of the project.

-

Input on user experience of the marketplace relevant to business impact

The above actions are key factors not only for IMT observations, but for other partners observations of
elements unknown at the beginning of the project, and for the co-construction of management solutions
and field knowledge (David et al., 2000).

3.3.5 Data analysis
The methodology followed for the data analysis is the floating attention. Such choice is motivated by the
typology and heterogeneity of material collected, and by the intent of avoiding the circularity risk.
By reading and considering all the materials, the purpose of the chosen methodology of data analysis
aims at having emerging themes coming out of the materials instead of fixing the attention on one individual element of the material.
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4 The current approach to platform perspective
4.1

Highlights of additional literature review

In D 6.5 we focused on general principles of digital platform and data marketplace functioning, based on
extensive literature review. Platform functioning principles were set, and elements on successful strategies and relevant business models emerged.
In the second half of the project, we explored the latest analysis on platform dynamics and on business
model conceptualization.
As far as platform dynamics, the most interesting elements come from failures. Platforms have now been
largely observed and key factures of failure emerge very clearly. As stated by Van Alstyne (2016), failures
appear to be driven by six main factors:
1. failure to optimize openness
2. failure to engage developers
3. failure to shape the surplus
4. failure to launch the right side
5. failure to put critical mass ahead of money
6. failure of imagination (due to the missing vision change between product seller to ecosystem participant)
The above factors focus the attention of critical elements for platform based marketplace to survive to the
accurate design and evolution of the business model of a platform and to the accurate understanding of
the evolution of the value network it generates. Managing its positioning while of competition, regulation
and market conditions are evolving is the current challenge to survival.
In order to comprehensively structure the analysis of marketplace business model, the references on
existing models has been searched. Many models derived from heterogeneous use cases exist, and a
synthetic representation has been provided as shown in the frame here below (Hartmann, P. M et al.,
2014).

Figure 3: Data driven Business model taxonomy (Source Hartmann P.M. et al. (2014))
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The complex context of an emerging platform as the connected car data based one, make the complementary elements of management scope, value network and competition factors, all evolving during the
emergence phase, highly contributing to the business model design.
As per the complexity of the interaction among business model elements, the design of such business
model needs to be dynamic and to be based in a deep seizing of the purposes and strategic impact of the
business model itself. If the process of business model design is developed as such, then it can play a
positive and powerful role in strategy definition for the actors developing a common project.
This is the reason why we selected a business model frame which integrates a multilevel analysis of the
business model (Al-Debei, M. M., & Avison, D, 2010)

Figure 4: Business model concept framework (Source: Al-Debei M & Avison D (2010))

It represents an unified conceptual framework, derived from a taxonomy of what has been written on business model.
When approaching business model design, some key questions must be cleared. The differences among
identified modelling principles might impact the logic behind the process of structuring the business model. From a conceptual tool, an abstraction for existing or future business, to a dynamic tool to be used to
show changes over time in order to reflecting internal and external variations, or to a granular tool to be
designed to see a business as the concept subdivided into manageable elements… all could be valid
reasons to approach a business model, but then the choice will impact how the business model will impact the interplay between strategy and processes(Al-Debei, M. M., & Avison, D, 2010).
The links among the four dimensions confirm that value proposition cannot be created if not through an
adequate shape of organisation in term technological architecture and organizational infrastructure, an
adequate orchestration of transactions through coordination and collaboration, and adequate decisions in
term of costing, pricing and revenue scheme.
The holistic role of a business model is wider than the definition of a winning formula with commonly identified components such value proposition and revenue scheme. The value generated by the process of
designing and structuring the business model itself can be appreciated at several levels at shown in the
above concept framework.
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As a complement to the above, the consideration of the strategic roles of individual components of the
business model seems relevant to a better understanding of the performance drivers, and to a simplification of complex interactions and results.
If the business is seen as the representation of logic and choices to create and capture value within a
value network (Shafer, S. M., Smith, H. J., & Linder, J. C., 2005), the following affinity diagram can be
applied for business model core structural pillars analysis:

Figure 5 Business model Affinity diagram (Source: SM Shafer et al. (2005))

The value network appears to be more and more relevant to the logic of the connected car data ecosystem. The value understanding with the value chain approach is useful but not exhaustive to describe strategic positioning and value creation in sectors were products and services are more dematerialized (Peppard, J., & Rylander, A., 2006). One of the complement to the value chain is the value network (Stabell,
C. B., & Fjeldstad, Ø. D., n.d.), which has been discussed in link with service dominant logic and the
value co-creation literature (Vargo, S. L., & Lusch, R. F., 2008).
Instead of following a linear link of value-creating activities, networks consider the connection of multiple
buyers and sellers at a single node (Funk, J. L., n.d.).
As done for the platform dynamics, literature provides analysis on which are the problems in business
model creation and use. Four common problems have been highlighted as associated with Business
models (Shafer, S. M.et al. 2005), and defined as follows:
(1) Inconsistent assumptions when defining the logic of the business purpose.
(2) The consideration of a limited range of strategic choices.
(3) Misunderstanding between value creation and value capture
(4) Inconsistent assumptions regarding the value network.
Although the study has been performed for firms, considerations applies to the business model of a platform generated by the interaction of several partners, and the consideration of such elements as the distinction between value creation and capturing and the inevitable evolution of the value network are key to
successful strategic decision making.
The logic behind a process of value creation and collection are defined by management reasoning, but
they need to make sense on the realm of economics, which will underline the economic rules and model
for a business model to be representative of a profitable dynamics among elements.
Additionally, we use theory on two sided markets to build our model. The seminal papers of Rochet and
Tirole (2004), Armstrong (2006) and Caillaud and Jullien (2003) allow us to understand how platforms on
markets that exhibit cross network effects must strategically set their prices. They show that prices strategies takes in account the fact that a larger number of actors on one side of the market (i.e the consumers)
may attract more actors on the other sides of the market (i.e the sellers).
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We find that this situation is particularly relevant to the case of Automat. Very intuitively, the more OEMs
data available on the platform, the higher the incentives for service providers to join Automat’s platform.
Conversely, the higher the number of service provider that may use the OEMs data, the more revenue
OEMs could generate from joining Automat platform. Hence, the platform must strike a good balance
between insuring revenue for OEMs to release their data and generating revenue from service providers’
willingness to pay. To underline the different mechanism at stake when building a two-sided market of
connected car data, we use two-sided market theory to model the different link between actors on such
market.
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Competitors comparison

4.2.1 The choice of frame
In D 6.5 the analysis of data marketplace has been provided, with indications on the success factors and
the platform dynamics. In the second part of the project, we focused our competitors’ analysis on selected
data marketplaces, which are closer to Automat value proposition in term of overall wished approach, as
Dawex, and on data collection and customer target, as Otonomo and Caruso data marketplaces.
The elements characterizing platform have been highlighted in previous deliverable, but the evolution of
the project allows at this stage to better define the elements chosen for Automat Marketplace functioning
and by the comparison with other marketplaces, to derive some strategic insights for the business model
structuring.
Among the platforms’ comparison models available in literature, we chose to apply the framework proposed by Nooren P et al. in September 2016, which is visualized as follows:

Figure 6 Digital platforms analysis framework

Although the framework has been formulated for the definition of effective and more balanced decision
making of policymakers in the context of digital platforms, the analysis path set is applicable in private or
hybrid private/public projects. The analysis starts with determining the platform characteristics, relate
each of these to public interests (which in our case could be Consortium participants interests), and formulate policy options (in our case strategy options). Once the strategic decision making is performed, the
framework should guide for an assessment of consequences on the interventions impact on the business
model, whether it has the desired effect in Consortium partners’ interests, and on the undesired sideeffects on stakeholders’ interests. As per the prototypal stage of the Automat project, we can only partially
perform the above described analysis.
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In order to have a glance on how this framework could be applied, an application to currently available
digital platforms is presented:

Figure 7 Example of platform use cases comparison frame (Source Nooren P (2016))

As a result of this platform comparison, it emerges from the above frame that there is not a pre-ordered
mix of success factors applicable to every platform project; the sustainability of the platform is rooted into
the adequate combination of factors, related to the specific situation. In order to include the dynamics of a
sector or of several sectors interacting with the platform, it is recommended to consider the analysis of the
set of platform characteristics as the starting point for the analysis, instead of trying to match specific platforms to a category in a predefined, generic typology.
Furthermore, it appears that a mix of characteristics might result in information asymmetry, which can
establish a dominant position in market for a short time, but that can jeopardize consumer protection. In
this case, and in the process of gathering more user data, platform must take into consideration security
and privacy issues. Another point that appears relevant to platform adoption is the revenue model choice
which is coherent with often misaligned interests among platform owners and platform users.
For the sake of our marketplace business model analysis, we performed a two stage comparison analysis
on selected competitors’ marketplaces Otonomo, Dawex and Caruso. The first comparison analysis is
based on Nooren Model, with the same factors, and a second one with added to the above factors, a list
of characteristics relevant to the process of platform structuration.

4.2.2 Automat comparison frame
The competitors comparison based on Nooren model resulted as follows:
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DAWEX

OTONOMO
CARUSO
AUTOMAT
currently
mixed btw direct
acquisition/growth
access to: %
sales and access to: % model toward probably Broker on B2B data on sales from
on data provider sales access to model: % on exchange and direct
OEMs to
, monthly fee for
OEMs sales to Service
payment for
Service
platform users
Providers
consultancy service
Providers
Direct Network effects
moderate
yes
moderate
potential
Indirect network effects
yes
yes
yes
yes
Use of platform by
other application or
yes
yes
yes
yes
Data and content:
1. Internal usage
yes
yes
yes
yes
2. External usage
yes
yes
yes
yes
Table 4 Data Marketplace competitors’ comparison

In order to have a more comprehensive view of the strategic factors beyond the evolution of competitors,
more features has been added into the comparison frame:
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DAWEX

OTONOMO

CARUSO

AUTOMAT

2015
French founders+ La Caisse
des Depots

2015
Israeli founder and
international investors

2017
Private, planned
investment of 7
millions euro in 2 years
(first step 1million
euro at july 2017, + 6
millions by end 2018)

NA
public and
private

Commercial launch
Customer Target

2015
manufacturers and service
providers of all sectors

declared May 2018
B2B service providers

Service output

data for all type of sectors,
consulting on data use and
protection, integrity of
transactions

data bundles for connected car
related services such as usage
based insurance, automatic
emergency services, parking, up
to remote onboard diagnostics,
and predictive maintenance,
smart city infrastructure,
insurance, automotive suppliers,
energy management for EVs,
retails adv, plus reports,
analytics and notifications
tailored for service providers'
specific needs

customer and productrelated data, financial data,
IoT data, licensed as one-off
deals or subscriptions
all type

cars

Aftermarket and all
sectors' players

cars

near real time data

NA

French
Private

Israel
Private

Germany
Tecalliance as founder,
then other partners'
convincing action. now
34 shareholders

histograms,
time series
Europe
EC?

Key argument for data
supplier to join

providers can highlight the
value of their data while
retaining complete control
over the distribution and
configuration of usage
rights. They have access to
a very large unmber of data
buyers. They can chose to
exchange data for free

integrations, compliance,
security are performed by the
platform, improving the lives
of drivers and passengers and
delivering greater efficiencies
to businesses and public
infrastructure. Otonomo
claims to have patented
technology to aggregate,
cleanse, normalize, and
enrich OEMs data.

Profitability
Business type
How it will work?

Founding partners
provide the customer
base for data suppliers
(previous contacts
from founders and
partners). Open and
neutral platform
,which harmonize data.
By participatin to the
platform, they are
actor of the strategic
alignment of an
emerging industry
standard.
NA
B2B

NA
NA
B2B B2C
B2B
Dawex manage an effective
Otonomo aimes at creating through the ability to
and secured data exchange
common parameters and a
process telematics
place, by providing the
normalized language for data data as efficiently as
search engine with ranking
harmonization and
possible based on a
algorithm, personalized
consequent use (near real
standard for all
results, advanced search
time and historical). App will vehicle manufacturers
features, and using
allow the direct contact btw
blockchain to secure license Otonomo and the car owner.
contracts. As far as the price It will act also as auditing and
setting, Dawex provide a
billing manager between
visualisation tools to data
Oems, automotive suppliers
buyer to evaluate the use
and service providers. No
value and it provides price
clear position of the car
counselling to data provider
onwer compared to the
in case they need it.
business side of the platform

KEY FACTS
Founded
Funding

Data Source

Data typology
Country of origin
Ownership

declared October 2017
NA
Connected and digital
B2B service
aftermarket service
providers, all
providers (workshops, sectors. B2C
part manufacturers,
Individuals
leasing and fleet
management systems,
automobile
insurances)
data packages for
Data packages
Telematic services
for mobility
and all
category
services

Table 5 Automat competitors’ analysis frame
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harmonization
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not profitable
mainly B2B
through the
definition of
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among OEMs
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establishment
of the
adequate IT
infrastructure
for data
transfer
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Considerations
From the analysis of the competitors’ information available and the above comparison frame,
several considerations emerge.
As far as the value proposition announced, marketplaces take different approaches in term of
role toward platform users. Dawex proposes itself as a confidence place more than a marketplace. The accent is not on the economical transaction between offer and demand for data, but
on the availability of a space in which tools are available for platform users to interact. Such tools
are aimed at data sampling, visualizing, and licensing contracts parameters selection (such as
duration, territory, use, right to sublicense etc). No action of data harmonization is performed by
the marketplace. Part of the value proposition is the confidence on knowledge of applicable law
and regulations (including GDPR) in term of data generation territory and exploitation. The message is that beyond the act of buying or selling, platform users are protected from all the complex
and hard-to-effectively-update knowledge and application of legal constraint. The responsibility of
the effects of the transaction stays with the platform users, but through Dawex services they
should be able to act more safely and consequently enhance confidence on other users to join as
well as reduce costs on users’ side in term of legal disputes resulting from imperfectly managed
and settled transactions.
The intention of legal complexity reduction is confirmed by the fact that terms definitions are
clearly stated on a public accessible contact point such as the website. It is clearly indicated for
instance that the contract is not a sale contract, but a licence contract for a file. And the file definition involves the direct action of the Seller in term of availability on the marketplace website. The
content of personal data must be declared by the Seller upfront. Besides, the degree of freedom
of data seller is highly emphasized on Dawex, where the data seller can define which data will be
exchanged for a price and which for free, as well as under which conditions, at which frequency
and at which price.
The value proposition is therefore centred on the safety and simplification of the agreement
space created by the marketplace and valid for a large number of sectors, which amplify considerably its market.
The competence on safety on data treatment is also reinforced by the data stocking infrastructure
design. Dawex allows its clients, buyers and sellers, to modify the stocking location of their data
files, among the available locations, such as EU, North America, South America and Asia, as declared in the website and in the agreements conditions.
Otonomo has a similar approach to value proposition definition, emphasizing the safety of the
transactions the marketplace enables, while taking into high consideration the data owner protection, but with a relevant role of the marketplace in the data harmonisation. Smooth and sopromised abundant transactions for exchanging so far unavailable data files are achieved through
the marketplace services of gathering, aggregating, securing, anonymizing, standardizing and
processing data while being compliant with local and national regulations, and connecting to customers. The construction of such value proposition appears to be still on-going, as the start-up
has been spending the last 3 years and 41 million USD in developing the technology for normalizing and protecting data, for conducting pilot experiments with OEMs and for conducting trials with
ride-hailing companies.
The process they use to normalize the data is still quite unclear (also when contacting Otonomo
as potential data provider), and they do not provide information on data monetization so far. It
appears that they are in a sand-box phase as much as Automat is.
Caruso marketplace value proposition is oriented toward the promise of providing access to valuable (harmonised and enriched) data sets and related analytics, while enabling marketplace participants to act in standard alignment and strategic positioning in an emerging and forecasted lucrative data market of the connected mobility data. The content is mostly directed to an aftermarket audience as a starting user group, and it is supported by a well-established company, known
by the same audience. The identity of founders acts as guarantee of technical and legal compliance to the platform users. The performed activities include adding value to data through data
harmonisation and enrichment using multiple data sources, and consultancy services as contract
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handling, billing, and data analytics. Indirect networks effects are therefore expected for later on
the marketplace development.
As far as the revenue scheme and commercial strategy, different approaches are taken.
Dawex revenue scheme is based on a broker fee on transaction plus a fee for a defined level of
service depending on the platform user’s typology. As far as seller’s side, the marketplace applies
5,5% of brokering fee on the transaction, with a plan of percentage lowering as per the increase
of transaction volume. The amount of the transaction is defined by the interaction of Seller and
Buyer and on the Buyer side won’t include the broker fee due to the Marketplace. As far as the
buyer’s side, the commercial strategy is led by the consideration of different monthly fees for
which the data providers and service providers have access to different level of service. The service fees and conditions are clearly declared on the marketplace website.
As far as the value agreement achievement on a given data file, it is important to describe the
flow of platform participation and transaction structured by Dawex.
The data supplier must first enrol and register the digital assets on the platform. Data searcher
finds the data file potentially fitting their needs by using a multi-criteria searching engine. Once
the right data file is found, the data searcher can evaluate its use value by using a visualization
tool presenting a data sample, without any further information on data available. If the estimation
of value is positive, the price will be proposed by the data searcher, now potential buyer, to the
data supplier. If the data supplier cannot evaluate the appropriateness of the price, Dawex proposes a dedicated (and remunerated) consultancy service.
Along with these characteristics, the price strategy includes a flexible approach to pricing, allowing users to progressively participate to the platform and progressively increase their willingness to pay.
The success of such commercial approach supporting the value proposition is confirmed by the
fact that Dawex has a worldwide presence, with more than 800 companies selling their data
through them and is active in more than 20 sectors. Nevertheless, no information is available on
financial statements and composition of revenue/profit on these two main revenue streams.
Otonomo revenue model is based on broker percentage on the successful transactions, but not
indication is available on the percentage amount and on the current realization of transactions.
The emphasis they announce on data owner protection is aimed at reassuring data owner in giving authorization to data use, but they are not considered as part of the business side of the platform activity. It appears that the platform does not buy and sell data bundles, but facilitate transactions for a percentage to the final transaction, while it can use the transferred data to create
analysis and report to be sold later. They claim they are engaged in partnership with OEMs and
Telematic providers, but there is no evidence of how these partnerships are concretely working.
OEMs adoption has been slower than expected by the start up. As per their declaration, they had
1 million cars on the platform in late 2017, expecting 5 million by the end of the year, and in February 2018 they only reached 2 million and still no commercial contract.
Such facts confirm that the platform dynamic ignition in term of data provider adoptions and customer willingness to pay are longer than expected and that the normalization of data needs more
test and trials than initially forecasted.
Nevertheless, such an investment-intensive process created intangible assets in term of
knowledge and contact that can be transformed in tangible assets in the future. Hedge funds say
they will pay for data that can help understand trends in retail and housing markets, which is an
example of indirect network effect.
Caruso revenue scheme appears to be based on broker transactions for B2B data exchange and
in services for contracts handling and data analytics. It is not clear how the harmonisation and data enrichment is remunerated.
The value Caruso can derive from being the platform of such data exchange can also resides in
the internal use it can do of the data in order to increase its performances.
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Compared to the above elements on competitors, Automat set a value proposition similar to
Otonomo and it faces the same challenges in term of complexity of demand-offer matching
through active action of data harmonisation. No data enrichment from external data sources is
forecasted, which limits the market in term of service providers potentially interested.
The difficulty of the process of value estimation on both sides data files buyers and sellers, partners are experiencing in Automat, is confirmed by the detailed description of the process in the
case of Dawex. It is still unclear how Otonomo will achieve the claimed solution, and in the case
of Caruso, it might be easier because of the typology of data files. The existence of such difficulties does not prevent the possibility to get into commercialization by being aware of the flexibility
of the instruments to put in place in order to allow the value proposition to be coherent with the
experience of marketplace using.
A viable solution appears to be the use of appropriate tools and in further consulting service, but
the fact that the price is not defined does not prevent the marketplace to be remunerated for the
use of its resources. Key tools to navigate this problem are identified as the search engine parameters, the data file experiencing tool (visualization in case of Dawex), and the consultancy
service in case of positive value recognition but missing price definition.
In case of Automat, direct network effects could be achieved in the future as the number of OEMs
participating on the data provider user group is so far limited, but it could increase in the future for
a different project setting and if more service providers will demonstrate willingness to act into the
data package value creation process. OEMs could definitely increase their value for the participation to the platform generated by the increasing number of OEMs adopting it.
As far as the use by other platform, the integration of an acquired service with an existing suite of
services by an overlapping user base might be possible for Automat. We can cite as example the
energy management, or smart city infrastructure development projects.
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Internal analysis: Automat as a concept getting concrete

In this section we propose a “narrative” of how the concept of the marketplace has been refined over the
past year and a half. This stands as an important narrative for future projects like Automat which will try to
bridge several players in a common digital platform project.
In deliverable D 6.5 we described 4 steps, from Vision, to Refining the Marketplace roles and activities, to
the open debate on two factors as key value collectors of the marketplace value chain are under debate
among consortium partners: (1) the position of data aggregator (inside or outside the marketplace), (2)
the definition of usable data packages, derived from an iterative process between available data from
OEMS and customer needs.
The simultaneous evolution of marketplace technical features and value chain definition from a business
perspective was ongoing. The awareness of the Consortium partners’ knowledge of the amplitude of scenarios achieved through information and debate allowed the consideration of potential several scenarios
of data collections.
In D 6.5 we described the main step of the process from project kick off to June 2016. At that moment,
the typology of data to be collected and the format of data collection and testing were still under discussion between OEMs and Service Providers. Two main different sets of experimentation in data collection
are outlined, with differences in data collected, cost involved, and typology of test associated. OEMs are
confirming the willingness to follow different approaches, which will suit Consortium Service providers, in
a needed process of convergence on testing protocols to be tried collaboratively.
The lack of certain elements requested at the beginning, such as data to be tested, shared data packages
typology and price, has been integrated by some partners as not completely negative element, but as a
factor embedded in knowledge creation, new service creation and as an ignition factor for strategic reflection dynamics. Some others found the situation not aligned with their internal strategic roadmap of services quality enhancement and/or new service development.
The following paragraphs highlight the sequence of main events on the project.

4.4.1 Step 7 –July 2016- March 2017
At mid-term, the open issues are still several, in term of offer and demand, marketplace business model
and user incentives definition, but collaborative initiatives on data package collection and tests design are
ongoing between OEMs and service providers. As far as technical knowledge, partners expressed their
improvement on both sides knowledge (offer-demand sides).
As far as value perception, the project is still perceived as commercial-viability-oriented and exploratory
project at the same time. Some partners realized that part of the value of the marketplace resides in indirect value sources. The question on the business model is at the core of the discussion and the need of a
“risk mentality” appears key to the partners in order to make business sense of the project. Some partners (OEMs) declared the gap between this approach and their traditional logic of business plan. Some
others (service provider) declared re-consideration of automotive as business focus for the future and
modify heavily their interest toward the project, with final decision of leaving the Consortium. A new partner is introduced to the others for approval. The replacement of one service provider partner ignited a
new vision on collaborative results achievable by the partners. Joint use cases of data packages are investigated and partners declared the potentiality of internal use of project results, as a project performance beyond already set ones.
The pertinence of a more flexible strategy for project development is pointed out by some partners.
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4.4.2 Step 8 April 2017- September 2017
The process of collecting and having data available for the Service Providers to use in order to understand the degree of usability took several months to be performed. The data collection and test design
process are openly discussed and defined during these months, with a clear confirmation of use case on
service providers’ side as well as needs’ expression. Real data are needed and the CVIM infrastructure
needs to be adapted to such volumes. Once the use cases are confirmed on Service Providers side, directly and specifically involved resources are providing inputs to the projects, confirming the value of
starting working quickly on real data, although not available in a limited amount.
On the outside exploration side, the confirmation of cancellation of the Open context and impossibility to
participate to other similar initiatives set a limit to the input available from external un-forecasted use cases from data use. The level of feedback in term of marketplace data use was also not suitable for further
direct investigations toward potential users’ meaningful and precise answers. At the same time, data
treatment and confidentiality in an open environment appeared to be a learning arena to be explored for
industrial partners.
In September, first data are finally available from one of the OEMs partners to be used as a sand-box for
service providers to check the correspondence with their needs in term of quantity, quality and characterization. Tests are kicked off despite OEMs internal challenge of approvals for non-standard procedures.
As far as data collection, the role of sensors device and sensors suppliers emerged more and more in the
debates. The implication of the choice of sensors to be installed impact not only the cost of the car and its
connectivity, but the level of quality data will have before being available in the marketplace. Also the role
of the sensors manufacturers is evolving, and the way co-development and supply agreement are designed might impact the OEMs capability of value capturing.
On the marketplace functioning, a relevant step is defined in term of package searching path: based on
the metadata in the CVIM, the selection criteria for data packages in the marketplace availability page will
be defined.
On the Service Providers side, the experience of accessing data revealed the lack of coherence among
OEMS sensors’ measure structuring. The recently introduced Service Provider formulated a potential use
case to work on for data test.

4.4.3 Step 9- October 2017- February 2018
Starting from the availability of first data, more data packaged were provided by all OEMs partners progressively contributing in the following months. In this time frame, further data from other OEMs have
been uploaded to the marketplace, giving service partners the opportunity to compare the quality of the
data sets and marketplace manager to test the compatibility of infrastructure and tools with the amount
and typology of data.
First feedback from the service provider is quite deceiving as far as the usability of data is concerned. The
amount of useable data was roughly 10% of the data uploaded into the platform.
Then partners engaged in a collaborative work on how to form packages at platform level in order to be
used by service providers. Service providers started to formulate feedback and OEMs started to learn
about quality characteristics of their own data, and where the value of them is.
The finally available results on data use, and the impact of it on project deliverable for marketplace such
as prototype definition, service providers use cases description, business model considerations and cybersecurity and privacy protection setting, they drove partners to intensify collaborative actions toward
usable results.
During this phase the interactions among partners definitely consolidated the horizon of concrete viability
of collaborative teamwork in an environment of progressively built sense making of the project.
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5 Automat marketplace value chain evolution
5.1

General considerations

We investigate in this section the value chain steps, in order to identify which activity along the value
chain brings the more value to which actor and which are the link with the P&L simulation to drive decision making toward profitability.
Since the beginning of the project, the source of the activities flow identification is the platform workflow
jointly defined with consortium partner (see below).

Figure 8 Data aggregation included in the platform work flow (Source CRF)
Based on the mentioned workflow, IMT identified twelve activities generated by the shared understanding
of the platform among the consortium partners.
From a first list of activities such as:
1. Data Generation and acquisition
2. Data pre-processing and aggregation
3. Data Storage at OEMS back-end
4. Data enrichment via OEMS internal knowledge
5. Enriched and packaged data storage in the cloud
6. Selected data packages put into the marketplace
7. Contract management with OEMS
8. Clearance of transaction to marketplace
9. Packaged data transfer from marketplace to C or B
10. Payment from C or B to marketplace
11. Payment from Marketplace to data suppliers with fee retention
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12. Packaged data transfer as data or as service to further actors, B or C, as vehicle users or service
customers

We decided to focus on the Marketplace offer and management side. Twenty one steps of value chain
have been identified as follows:
0. Management and Security Services
OEMs data collection and transfer
1. 1.a OEM Backend Infrastructure design (1 in Europe)
1.b Organizing measurement campaign
2. Data transfer
3. Data pre-processing and aggregation
4. Data storage at OEMs Back-end
5. Data enrichment via OEMs internal knowledge
6.

Enriched and packaged Data storage in the Vault

7. Data Packages transfer to Marketplace
Marketplace Discover services:
8. Discovery services
9. Keeping CVIM updated and available 27/7
10. Retrieving of data
11. Vehicle owner consent checking
12. Delta cost for advanced queries
13. Cloud Storage Indexing
Marketplace Store Services:
14. B2C data access clearance with owners
15. B2B data access clearance with owners
Marketplace Broker Service:
16. Contract Management
17. Push data output
18. Pull data output
19. Subscription Management

The detailed definition of the value chain steps and the discussion on the activity behind each step was
fundamental in determining which value is created at each step and how the steps are influencing the
dynamics of the factors involved in the economic model of the platform.
The actors considered as active enablers of the transactions behind each activity are:
- the data generators and owners
- OEMS
- Cloud storage operators
- Marketplace operators
- Individual customer data buyers
- OEMS services data buyers
- Service providers data buyers
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alternative devices makers (data provider)

The analysis of the value chain was then deployed in parallel for the offer, marketplace management and
demand, as we will detail in the next paragraphs.

5.2

The evolution of the offer side

5.2.1 The technological options
During the second half of the project, OEMS have been confronted to the challenge of structuring data
collection paths to meet in a timely manner the needs of Service Providers. The analysis of costs to provide data to the marketplace has been done by questioning OEMs on the options in term of data collection device and transfer flow to determine the quantity and size of data packages.
The first analysis of the value chain presented in D6.5 was based on the identification of the typology of
value generated by each activity. This allowed the understanding that the strategic value linked to certain
steps needs to be considered in order to have a full picture of what can be a negotiable value of the value
proposition created by the platform.
Aiming at further define the relationship between cost drivers and price acceptance of the value proposition, we searched for the cost typology identification for each steps composing the offer. The goal was to
represent on a synthetic table the mapping of cost typology for the value chain, on which we can assess
which activity has which typology of cost and for further analysis of the dynamics between the value chain
and the simulation of Marketplace P&L.
The very first priority has been the definition of the options of data capturing and transferring from the
vehicles to OEMs digital infrastructure. The definition of available option of data collection devices and the
forecasted evolution is relevant to the current needs in term of digital infrastructure size and features and
its evolution at OEMs and Marketplace. Therefore, we analyzed how cars are currently equipped and how
they could be equipped in the future. Two technical dimensions were chosen as critical for the data
amount and cost of collection and transmission: data collection devices available in the market and carOEM transmission channel. The evaluation of options on both dimensions has been performed. This
analysis drove us to define several technological scenarios of data capturing and transfer in term of quality and speed, as reported in the following frame:
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Dimension A: 'quality' of technical solution
- hardware, concept and design decisions
- needs to be decided upfront at vehicle design time, i.e. 4 years before entering the market
- cannot be revised later

Dimension B: Amount , structure, quality, signals and volume of data gathered
- software configauration on the telemetry device
- initial decision can be revised 'over the air'
- the 'quality' chosen in Dimension A may limit feasibilty of certain choices for Dimension B

Low cost ELM 327
Dongle
- existing today
- no GPS,
- no memory, no logic
- connectivity only via
BT-paired smartphone
- only OBDII signals

End customer price :
50 Mbtes per month (< 30 OBD
10€
II signals)
- low-res time-series (1-10 sec
freq)
- no histograms
- No GPS,
no usecase within consortium Scenario 1
100 MB/Mon
~ 40 low-res time-series (1-10
sec freq) w/ GPS
but 100 high resolution time
series too to be considered as
high end attaignable with same
dongle! (but the data capted
depends on vehicle
architecture)
not feasible
50 Mbites per month (
- 300 Histograms
- Geo histograms)--- AND TIME
SERIES
not feasible
150 Mbites per month (
- ~ 40 low res time series
- 300 Histograms
- GPS
- Geo histograms)
not feasible
500 Mbites per month (
- > 300 histograms
- 100 medium res (100-1000
ms) time Series
- GPS
not feasible
- Geo Histograms
High-resolution (<=10ms) timeseries , up to full CAN trace
5 GigaBites per month, up to
1GB per Day
not feasible

High-end Dongle
- existing today
- with GPS,
- limited storage
memory, - with logic ,
minimal sensors
- UMTS connectivity
builtin
- OBDII and ~ 100
diagnosis signals

Fixed Installation Telemetry device,
- to be developed for mass production
- with, GPS, memory, logic
- built-in connectivity
- full width of CAN signals available
- capability for 300 histograms AND 100
TIME SERIES SIGNALS

Target price for end customer: ~ 200-300€
End customer price:

Full-scale data logger
- to be developed for mass
market
- with GPS
- plenty storage memory
- complex logic feasible
- high frequency (>=10 ms)
feasible
- builtin connectivity
- capability for 1000
histograms
full width of CAN signals

makes no sense
makes no sense
- hardware platform is
- hardware platform is capable of better
capable of better quality quality

makes no sense
- hardware platform is capable
of better quality

Scenario 2

makes no sense
- hardware platform is capable of better
quality

makes no sense
- hardware platform is capable
of better quality

not feasible

Scenario 3, makes sense as entry scenario
with lower cost than scenario 4, with option makes no sense
to upgrade to scenario 4 when market
- hardware platform is capable
evolves
of better quality

not feasible

Scenario 4, makes sense as entry scenario
with lower cost than scenario 5, with option makes no sense
to upgrade to scenario 5 when market
- hardware platform is capable
evolves
of better quality

not feasible,

Scenario 5

Scenario 6, makes sense as
entry scenario with lower cost
than scenario 7, with option to
upgrade to scenario 7 when
market evolves

not feasible

not feasible

Scenario 7

Table 6 Technological options on car telemetry device and related scenarios

Based on the compatibility between technical characteristics of the data collection device (columns) and
on the transfer (rows), scenarios emerged and their viability was defined as follows:
-

Not feasible: not viable because of collecting device characteristics and incompatibility with
transmission flow

-

No sense: the characteristics of the device are more performant than the transmission flow.

-

Scenario 1, 2,3 4,5, 6 ,7: all feasible

Among the feasible scenario, only three, (2, 3, 4) have been chosen as actionable and suitable for exploring the business sense making of the options.

As a further step into cost analysis through the value chain, we proceeded with the identification of cost
driver typology per value chain step.
The colors are used to highlight the following assessments for the actor from the specific activity:
- Orange: Variable cost
- Light blue: Fixed cost
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Light purple: Human resource expertise linked cost driven activity, where the expertise factor has in
impact on the value created in the phase.

0

1.a

1.b

2

3

4

5

6

7

Data
transfer

Data preprocessing and
aggregation

Data
storage at
OEMs Backend

Data
enrichment
via OEMs
internal
knowledge

Enriched and
packaged Data
storage in the Vault

Data
Packages
transfer to
Marketplac
e

6%

17%

5%

15%

5%

MGMT Services
Management OEM Backend
and Security Infras tructure Organis ing
meas ureme
des ign (1 in
Services
nt campaign
Europe)

TYPOLOGY OF VALUE
total cost of each flow step for Scenario 2

2%

10%

15%

Subtotal

5%

Human ressources
Fixed costs
Variable costs

NA
NA
NA

Options for device in the car (fixed cost) :
Scenario 2

F

V

Scenario 3

F

V

Scenario 4

F

V

HR

HR

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Organis ing meas urement campaign

-

-

HR

-

-

-

-

-

-

s ecure data trans mis s ion

-

-

-

V

-

-

-

-

-

Receive raw data and s tage (accumulation)

-

-

-

-

V

-

-

-

-

Decoding data (Pre-proces s ing)

-

-

-

-

V

-

-

-

-

Trans fer to the vault

-

-

-

-

-

-

V

V

-

manage data vault (users+vehicles+contracts+ligecyle+privacy etc)

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

V

-

Security

F

-

-

F

-

-

-

F

F

Data life cycle

-

-

-

-

-

V

-

-

-

Band width (linked to number of data acces s )

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

F

Handling of data s torage rights and privacy.

-

-

-

-

-

F

-

F

-

Infras tructure des ign (1 in Europe)

Table 7 Value chain for OEMs.

In the first row, each value chain step has been characterized by an estimation of cost % on the total of
the costs related to OEMs activity of collecting, enriching and transferring data.
The identification of columns and percentages were aimed at allowing to complete the hypothesis of cost
calculation for the P&L of the Marketplace and to cross check the price hypothesis toward Service Providers.
Based on the above considerations, the evolution of the offer side resulted in the following accomplishments:
Value chain steps 0-7- corresponding to data extraction costs faces by OEMs
-

3 scenarios have been identified in term of car equipment for data collection, resulting in
data amount collected and speed of collection. Scenarios 2, 3, and 4 described in Table 6 are
the selected one. From scenario 2 to scenario 4, the typology of device installed in the car allows the collection of a higher amount of data

-

The impact of the scenarios on data capturing flow and treatment costs is mainly on variable costs. Fixed costs are linked to the physical device installed in the vehicles, to the
backend and vault setting, as well as security management.

-

Estimation on vehicles volumes is not easy because each OEMs has its own definition of
which car will have connectivity, and scenario 4 and 5 related to Premium car range (Audi
etc) will be estimated on the bases of flat application of % of car typology, without differentiating the use of the car, only the typology and an average driven km.

-

Car sensors for a Service Providers should upload more data (every 10 cm, and not as
now every 5 meters), this will be a cost element to be considered as difference btw scenario
3-4-5.

-

Heterogeneity of sensors data causes the loss of 90% of data usability for Service Providers.

-

data extraction costs faces by OEMs are influenced by:
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Data Extraction costs components

Value chain step

Dongle-Telemetry device cost

1b

Variable cost of extraction

2,3

Storage cost

4,6,9

Safety and Privacy cost

7,8 (retrieving of data)

Processing cost

3, 5, 8 (Cloud Storage indexing)

Compressing cost

1a, 1b, 5
Table 8 influence of value chain steps on data extraction costs

5.3

The marketplace evolution

In order to complete the analysis on data packages cost components and typologies, we performed the
same analysis on the value chain steps related to the marketplace activity.

MARKETPLACE ACTIVITY FLOW
8
Discovery services
Discovery
services

DS: Keeping CVIM
DS: Retrieving of DS: vehicle owner DS: delta cost for
updated and
data
consent checking advanced queries
available 27/7

9

10

Store services

Broker services

Cloud Storage
Indexing

B2C data access
clearance with
owners

B2B data access
clearance with
owners

Contract
Management

Push data
output

Pull data
output

Subscription
Management

TYPOLOGY OF VALUE
25% of Var Cost

NA

10% of Va cost

NA

20% of var cost

15% of var cost

NA

NA

10% of var cost

6,7% of var
cost

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Scenario 2

V

F

V

F

V

V

F

F

V

V

V

V

Scenario 3

V

F

V

F

V

V

F

F

V

V

V

V

Scenario 4

V

F

V

F

V

V

F

F

V

V

V

V

total cost of each flow step for Scenario 2
Human ressources
Fixed costs
Variable costs

6,7% of var cost 6,7% of var cost

Options for device in the car (fixed cost) :

Table 9 Value chain for the Marketplace operator

In the first row, each value chain step has been characterized by an estimation of cost % on the total of
the costs related to marketplace activity of managing and selling data packages.
The identification of columns and percentages were aimed at allowing completing the hypothesis of cost
calculation for the P&L of the Marketplace.
Based on the above considerations, the evolution of the marketplace side resulted in the following accomplishments:

Value chain steps 8-10 corresponding to data management costs faced by the marketplace
-

Scenarios of car equipment defined by OEMs are all feasible in the three year horizon to
be considered for the P&L.

-

The three selected scenarios have the same impact on cost typology (fixed –variable) for
the marketplace functioning value chain steps.

-

The marketplace can handle a maximum of 10 vaults, meaning 10 data providers, if we
consider that each vault corresponds to one data provider.

-

Marketplace functioning is an experimental one. Rules of mature platform should not be
considered here.

-

2.147.483.519 documents, therefore data packages are handeable by the marketplace.
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data management costs faced by the platform is influenced by:

Data management costs components

Value chain step

Storage cost

4,6,9

Safety and privacy cost

7,8, 9, 10

Processing cost

3,5,8

Compressing cost

1a, 1b, 5, 6
Table 10 influence of value chain steps on data management costs

5.4

The evolution of the demand side

5.4.1 Internal demand
Based on observations and on questionnaire answers, the clarification of the following elements has been
achieved:
FACTORS INFLUENCING VALUE ASSOCIATED TO DATA PACKAGES


Histograms format of data seems so far less useable than time series.



In term of data package size, service provider needs are different depending if we are in the prototype
phase or later. In the earlier, they need larger data package size for the learning process.



Data package quality for Service Providers is defined by three characteristics: time (how many in an
interval of minutes), space (how many in an interval of meters) and freshness.



Data interpretation and conversion issues resulted in extra-time and extra-cost for data use. Semantic
interpretation is also an extra-cost driver in this phase. Pre-processing costs of data represent 80% of
the cost incurred by at least one Service Providers (and therefore it impacts the price he can apply to
its customers).



if model scan be further developed to become multiple car models instead of mono-car model, Service Providers could propose services quicker (and potentially be available to pay earlier).



Service Providers are both interested in scenario 2 from OEMs data collection technology option. The
typology and quantity of data collected will feed their needs in term of business development



No economies of scale are achievable by Service Providers while processing data.



Homogenization of the interface and results will reduce Service Providers’ processing costs by approx. 5%



Service Providers will have a higher interest in specific geographically located information, than in
random ones. More information on selected points is more valuable, although there is no willingness
to pay an extra price.



First awareness of density of coverage to make business sense for a use case. 1 car every 357 km is
the density potentially good enough for at least one of the Service Providers to start paying, but already one car every 3570 km will make the model have an impact in the service provided, with data
collected every 15 minutes.

DATA PACKAGE PRICING
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Confirmation that they consider appropriate the proposed price scheme PPPI for price definition
based on different steps of progressive maturation of the platform, to which they actively contribute.
No mature-platform price considerations apply at this stage of the project and for the next potential
prototype and industrialization phase.



The Impact definition, as the list of: Industrial impact and investment, big data landscape contributor,
Identification of new business opportunities, Innovation booster, Community creator, Framer for conditions for data economy, Contributor to marketplace cost reduction. A percentage is associated to
each action of impact. reduction/efficiency, can be inserted in the model as a percentage of reduction
based on performance



No idea of initial price coherent with the level of quality of data they need to increase quality of current
services or create new services



Service Providers do not have flexibility in price scheme application toward their customers.



No willingness to pay for data unless use of data is guaranteed.

In relation to the value chain steps, Service Providers’ willingness to pay is influenced by:

-

Willingness to pay components

Value chain step

Data precision cost

1a , 3, 5

Safety and privacy rules

0, 7, 8 (Retrieving of data)

Processing cost

3,5,8

Data storage:

4,6,9
Table 11 Influence of value chain steps on willingness to pay

5.4.2 External demand
In D 6.5 we presented several potential use cases, related directly or indirectly to the transportation sector, such as fuel distributors, highway operators, health insurance companies, urbanists, smart city utility
providers, local municipalities, regions, EV network charging operators, fleet management companies,
interoperability platform, car insurance companies, building companies, and tier 1-2 suppliers.
During the second part of the project development, as per the decision of the consortium, the external
investigation has been suspended in order to wait for the first results of the data application from Consortium Service Providers partners, and once the feedback available, to get in contact with a limited number
of more plausible ready-to-adopt use cases.
The selected use cases for external investigation update are:
-

National Taxi company

-

Global Mobility service company

Based on results of the questionnaire sent to Here and Meteologix, we designed the interview to check
the needs and the willingness to pay of such external potential users of the platform. The interviews took
place on the phone for the taxi company and by in-person meeting for the global player mobility service
company.
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The elements provided by both companies are coherent in confirming the need of such a marketplace,
but also the need of a free-of-fee direct interaction for an initial appreciation of the value proposition.
As far as the detailed feedback from the interviews, interviews allowed the clarification of the following
elements:

USE CASES







They have in their strategic roadmap the increase of use of data, for both decreasing their costs
(especially the taxi company) and increasing the service proposals and their quality toward their
current customers.
Only one (the mobility service provider) is interested in exploring the use of data packages from
Automat marketplace in order to anticipate the use of autonomous vehicle, which is already part
of its strategic roadmap for the near future (questionable interpretation of near…).
They are both interested in data packages which can be transformed into useable tools to reduce
their carbon footprint.
Both expressed interest in being involved in a further phase of development of Automat in order
to better define the data packages suiting their use cases.

WILLINGNESS TO PAY








They have no idea of the price they would pay for a still ill-defined data package, but they are willing to play in the sand-box to define the package. They wish to receive data from a selected typology of data from the Significance Prober file and test them.
They agree with the price scheme PPPI, to which they add a proposal in term of fee reduction if
they contribute with data package themselves. How to optimize their presence in both sides of
the platform.
As potential suppliers of data, they will be both interested in a transaction scheme on which data
bartering is taken into consideration. In such a case, they do not see any issue in getting the authorization of data use for free from their drivers.
They do not wish the first phase T0 (in which data are provided for free) to last too much as they
understand this the sand-box phase during which they won’t be able to maximize their sales toward their customers, as the data packages provided by the platform won’t be the optimum fit in
term of quality and quantity.

DATA PRIVACY AND CYBERSECURITY





They want the data privacy issue solved before starting T0. They are behind Automat considerations in term of data privacy issue related to the data they currently collect from their vehicles.
They are concerned by cybersecurity in term of seamless provision of the service from the Marketplace, and they do not consider they will pay an extra-fee for it, as it is under full responsibility
of the Marketplace manager/owner. They expect the Marketplace to provide the top level of cybersecurity and continuously update it at no cost for them.
They will be happier to participate to a European platform only if this won’t represent an extracost compared to a Google-operated equivalent. They feel reassured by a European-rooted platform on data privacy protection, not really on cybersecurity side.
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The marketplace sustainability assessment
Management tools

6.1.1 The Significance Prober
As stated in deliverable D 6.5, in the specific case of emerging platform with no clear definition and
matching between offer and demand, an iterative process between offer and market need definition is
requested. IMT proposed the Significance Prober tool as an enabler of such matching process, in the
shortest and most effective way.
Part 1: The investigation of business potential of data packages in other sectors and with other users
designed with the frame describing preliminary expressions of needs and preliminary definition of
packages was achievable only by using the first results on Consortium partners’ interaction and use
of collected and uploaded data. Once the return on Service Providers’ experience was available, further investigation on the concreteness of business potential has been investigated with interviews to
potential platform users.
The results are shown in the following table:

POTENTIAL DATA
BUYERS
TAXI COMPANY

LINK WITH AUTOMAKER
PARTNERS

EXPLICIT DEMAND FROM BUSINESS IMPACT FOR DETAILS ON THE IMPACT
DATA BUYER
DATA BUYER
FOR DATA BUYER

direct or indirect
direct

VALUE= RECOGNIZED OR
TO BE DISCOVERED?
problem or opportunity

investigate travel
behavior of urban
population

revenues from taxi
service improvement

data can be used to
predict end users need
and create new services
accordingly
opportunity
data can be used to
perform a better analysis
on transportation costs in
a given area and to adapt
more the cost and
revenues for more
communicate more
increase transparence of customers requesting effectively
the cost itself
the service
opportunity
cost reduction for the data are needed for road
taxi owner through a safety assessment
better use of the
decrease cost for the final vehicle and less
user
maintenance
problem
cost reduction in legal more precise data on
issues and revenue
traffic can be used to
increase for more
define different routes
customers joining for and lower accident
accident reduction
safer services
probability
Problem
MOBILITY SERVICE
PROVIDER

TBD

0 until they
do not
experience
data package
treatment

Weather
information

0 until they
do not
experience
data package
treatment
0 until they
do not
experience
data package
treatment
0 until they
do not
experience
data package
treatment

TBD

0 until they
do not
experience
data package
treatment

TBD
Road
roughness

direct

information on drivers'
habits

data are needed to
better manage the car
use, fuel consumption
and maintenance costs
TCO fleet reducing

investigate trafic flow real Autonomous vehicle
time information
readiness process

information on traffic
evolution related to a
given geographical area

new services
proposals

problem
data could be used to
understand how and
when autonomous
vehicle introduction
could make sense for
them
data could be used to
spot lack of service in
certain areas or
opportunities of
integration.

Table 12 Potential users needs
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It appears clear that in order to further define the columns of considered package and the related
price sensitivity, an exploratory phase is needed. As stated in paragraph 6.2.2., the willingness to play
is confirmed and through it, the willingness to pay will be progressively defined.
The initial use and further definition of data packages created by consortium partners could drive the
speed of adoption for such packages from other potential users. The higher the number of users on a
given package, the higher the return on it for the marketplace operator and for OEMs.
The time frame of interest for each use cases are different, going from short term for all use cases related to problem solving and cost reduction, to medium term for new service creation and autonomous vehicle preparation.

6.1.2 The Value Network Analysis
As a complement to the Significance Prober process, IMT performed the analysis of the value network
created by the Marketplace platform.
The value network, intended as value conversion mechanism, evolves in term of roles and interactions as
the project is further developed and the exchanges among actors intensify and might change of nature.
In the case of Automat, the roles considered for the visualization of the network are:
-

OEMs: vehicle manufacturers, data collectors

-

Marketplace: management of data flow and sales

-

Service Providers: data buyers for services improvement and creation.

-

Suppliers: we consider Tier 1 suppliers with an impact on car connectivity by the supply of products such sensors, communication boxes, telemetry devices, software for data treatment, but also
the supply of IoT cloud services (as Bosch for instance).

-

Cloud operators: cloud services related to data storage and CVMI.

-

3 parties data sources: suppliers of data to be used as complement by OEMs and Service Providers

-

Data aggregator: proactive aggregator of Marketplace data, to build data packages to be sold to
service providers

-

B2B service provider-user: customers of service provider for data or/and services

-

B2C app store: providing Service Providers’ applications to end users

-

Mobility operators: providing vehicle leasing or sharing systems to vehicle users

-

Individual end-user: individual user of services of different type and for different sectors. Not a
rd
car-related data generator, but generator of other data delivered to 3 parties data sources

-

Vehicle user- end user: car data generators and owners, end user of services realized by service
providers.

-

Telecommunication operators: provider of data transfer infrastructure

-

National regulators: national authorities regulating use and commerce of data

-

European regulators: European authorities regulating use and commerce of data

rd

For the purpose of Automat Marketplace, six types of transactions have been identified:
-

Data: the transmission of data

-

Services: the provision of services

-

Products: the provision of products (vehicle, components, applications etc)
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-

Financial: the monetary exchange

-

Communication: the communication actions that will facilitate the diffusion of the product/service.
It can involve publicity campaigns (“pull” marketing strategies) or prescribing and canvassing
(“push” marketing strategies). Example of Push strategy: publicity investment to develop a preference among customers. Example of Pull strategy: sales forces and distribution networks to actively promote the preference among the customers.

-

Regulation prescriptions: the constraints given by an actor on the action of another one

-

Intangible assets: knowledge, contacts, market insights, human competences, relationships, efficiency of service processes etc

The above transactions are represented by arrows in the visualization here below and each of them is
identified with a colour, giving a more detailed representation of the content of transactions than just
using solid and dashed lines.
Deliverables are intended to be physical and physical transmissions and are identified with the data, service, products and communication.
From an initial workflow defined for the project, the current marketplace evolution drives the following
representation of value network:
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Figure 9 Automat Value Network

The roles and interactions played and occurred in the project aimed at the engagement of partners toward the realization of tangible exchanges to achieve mainly economic good, through the economic flow
(the green arrows). Such achievement happens when actors are accepting and validating the value created by others, or collectively, which suppose the actors are sharing purpose and values.
It appears that in this prototypal stage of the Marketplace development, while actors thought at the beginning they were sharing purposes and values, they reached such sharing during the project development.
The value network could be used a dynamic tool to monitor the level of negotiation achievement among
partners. So far, no monetary exchange is happening in the marketplace, but tangible elements such as
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data and services are exchanged, and the elements for the monetary exchange to be concrete in the
future are progressively defined. The driver of such definition is the value estimation of the marketplace
offer to the users (service Providers). A remarkable improvement has been performed since D6.5 through
the availability of data set in fall 2017. Meanwhile, the flows of data and services are counterbalanced by
flows of intangible value, which represents assets with strategic value to be converted into other forms of
negotiable value later on (Allee, V. 2008). Such intangible value, represented by the knowledge, market
insight and human competences, it will be converted into products (data packages) and services with
financial value. From the typology of exchange and relationship evolutions in the project, among such
intangible assets the Consortium partners improved the level of effectiveness of the team work, and the
efficiency of the team production and the level of trust among them.
Such result on relationship and trust can be defined as a typology of social capital (Allee, V 2008) which
could act as reputation and Automat brand enhancer.
It appears also that the marketplace manager is developing intangible assets of knowledge and expertise
in the structuring and operating such data platform. Such assets could be packaged and aggregate with
external knowledge to be then sold as consultancy for a fee. Assessing the value conversion of such opportunities could improve the profitability horizon of the marketplace.
The provided visualization can be used to monitor the roles of each participant to the platform and to assess if further flows can be established among them.
If we refer to the literature on ecosystem roles, the actors in Automat network can be identified as follows:
•

Keystones: management of criteria for participation, standards and rules (defining members
characteristics), and how they interact= Marketplace manager

•

Kingpin: firms with superior capabilities, modeled as having superior market capitalization and as
being disproportionately important in terms of research and development (R&D). Linked to higher
share of sector value. They generate positive externalities for their direct competitors, but inequality arises over time= OEMS and very large Service Providers

•

Bottleneck: components of the ecosystem that constrain overall performance due to their scarcity
or insufficient quality, or also a segment. Kingpins help a segment to become a bottleneck. =
Cloud operator

•

Anchor: define commonalities and mutual co-dependence=as anchor is defined toward B2C, Service Providers are leading such role

Value dynamics observed in the project appear to follow a coherent logic of distribution through the system, and they reflect an appreciable level of vitality, which is confirmed by the convergence of actions
toward data use and test format design. The system as a whole seems to have good conversion opportunities, but it should improve the capabilities to achieve it, as such conversion requires some partners to
move away from their traditional business practices (transversal strategy for the use of data within OEMs
organizations, aggregation of data with data coming from other sectors…).
In term of balance of exchange between tangible and intangible assets, it appears that intangible assets
are predominant in an early phase of project development, while the ratio becomes more balances once
the monetary flows will start. One clear unbalanced situation is the one of car user and individual end
user, whom are receiving very few assets (tangible and intangible) compared to the transactions originated by them toward other actors.
So far the strong and unbalanced link appeared to be toward the cloud operators, which is not transferring intangible assets, but detained a strong position, being the infrastructure allowing the data transfer
and in the future the big data management.
In order for the system to be balanced in term of pattern of reciprocity, it appears necessary to introduce
more flows toward certain roles, i.e. end users and data generator.
The simulation of the economic value attached to the green arrows should result from the application of
the economic model and from the P&L developed here below.
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Economics tools

6.2.1 Economic insight
As illustrated in the document, Automat involves many actors and many mechanisms that can appear
complex when trying to understand the important drivers of the platform sustainability.
To better underline the economic forces in the case of Automat, we develop a theoretical model that
shows the conditions for which platform sustainability can be reached. In order to focus on those conditions, we abstract from many intermediaries and only consider the incentives of three types of agents:
OEMs (data producers), data aggregator (platform) and service providers (retail firms). In our model,
OEMs sell their data to a platform that is in charge of gathering, securing and managing all OEMs data.
Afterwards, the platform sells access to OEMs data to service providers (SPs).
In a first part, we present the model and the results of the model. Secondly, using input from the market
and automat actors, we use this model to create simulations. Thirdly, we show how elements described in
the P&L analysis may impact the model and change prices and profits.

6.2.2 Economic Model
Main findings.
Our model exhibits three main findings. Firstly, we find that optimal data pricing takes in account service
providers willingness to pay and data management. This is explained by the fact that SPs are willing to
pay for more data, which create incentives for the platform to attract more OEMs. Secondly, we find that
the higher the cost supported by OEMs to increase data quality, the lower both SPs fees and OEMs payment. Following the same argument as the previous point, we find that when OEMs face high cost to increase data quality, they will provide less useful data to OEMs which in turn will be willing to pay less to
access OEMs data. Thirdly, we find that the higher the management cost supported by the platform, lower both SPs fees and OEMs payment. As the platform faces higher data management cost, it lowers
OEMS payment. Hence, OEMs are less inclined to provide data which in turn lowers SPs fees. Overall,
we find that SPs’ willingness to pay for data as well as data related cost faced by both OEMs and the
platform are crucial in determining optimal pricing.

Model set-up.
The model is used to describe the relations on a two sided market between three agents: OEMS, the
platform and the service providers. The platform recovers data paying a price
wards, the platform gather and manage data against a cost

to each OEMS. After-

, and sell those data to the service pro-

vider at a price
. We assume that OEMs can choose the quality level associated with their data.
More precisely, we consider that the data point frequency on each car, the number of data parameters, as
well as the format of those data may be associated with data quality. Hence,

may represent the sophis-

tication of the dongle technology that allows recovering data in cars. With
and
being respectively the number of service providers and OEMs joining the platform, the platform’s profit function is:
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We assume that service providers are homogenous. Each service provider makes profits
the use of the data of OEMS

from

of quality :

We consider OEMs to be heterogeneous regarding their cost to equip their car fleet. Each OEM makes
profit

by selling data the moment he join the platform. Each OEM can choose to increase the quality

of its data

With

in paying a cost

.

.

The timing is the following:,

I.

The OEM choose to invest in a dongle to extract data quality ,

II.

The platform pays OEM an amount of

III.
IV.

,

The platform observe the data level and set price for SPs
The service providers decide to join or not the platform.

,

We solve the game in backward induction.

Equilibrium analysis.
IV.

The service providers decide to join or not the platform.

As we assume the service providers to be homogenous, the platform can attract all service providers in
setting a price high enough or no service provider in setting a lower price.

III.

The platform observe the data level and set price for SPs

In this stage, the platform have agreed with OEMs to recover their data against revenue
platform chooses the price for service provider to use those data

The platform always chooses

II.

The platform pays OEM an amount of

. Hence, the

to attract all service providers.

.

As we assume OEMs to be heterogeneous, the number of OEMs joining the platform is determined by:
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This results show that the payment
from the platform to the OEMs increases with service providers
willingness to pay for data as well as the cost faced by OEMs to increase their data quality.
Conversely, the fees paid to the OEMs decreases with management cost faced by the platform, as it
would not be optimal to retrieve too much data in this case. For the sake of simplicity, we consider that
OEMs are heterogeneously distributed on their cost to connect their cars according to a uniform distribution

, which drives the results to be:

From that illustration, we compute optimal profits of the platform
1

OEMs surplus (respectively

and

as well as service providers and

).

It is clear that in order to have a sustainable market, SPs willingness to pay for data must be higher than
the cost face by OEMs to extract them and the platform to manage them, i.e
I.

The OEM choose to invest to extract a level of data with higher quality

Each OEM chooses to invest in a level of data quality. On the one hand, a higher level of data quality
may attract more SPs on the platform. On the other, it would also incur a higher cost for OEMs. Considering the previous example with
imizes the following program;

1

, each OEM choose the same level of data quality, which max-

The surplus is the sum of the profits of one type of agents in the model. In this example, the sum of
OEMs profits is denoted by
.
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We consider data related cost

such that

. The choice depends on the form of

. We assume that OEMs cannot set their data quality higher than
minimum level of quality
Firstly, if

, but have to insure a

for the data to be usable.
, then

is concave and admit a maximum in

(example:

and
). In this case,
. In this case, the marginal willingness of service providers
increases slower than the cost of increasing quality of data from the OEM. Hence, OEM find that it is interesting to increase data quality, up to a point that increasing quality is very costly to and service providers do not generate high revenue from it.
Secondly, if

, then

is linear in

the choice of OEMs depends on the size of
a.

If

(example:

and

). In this case,

compared to .

, OEMs set data quality

(example:

). This situation hap-

pens when a higher data quality increases more the willingness to pay of service providers than it costs OEMs. Hence OEMs set data quality to the maximum.
b. If

. In this case, OEMs do not care about data quality as it does not change

their profit (example:
c. If

).

, OEMs set data quality

(example:

and

with

). In this case, service providers’ willingness to pay for higher data quality is lower
than the cost faced by the OEMs to do it. Hence OEMs set data quality to the minimum.
Thirdly, if
in

, then

is convex and admit a minimum in

. Therefore we have to compare

example

and

and

), we find that

. The minimum is
. Considering the following

when the cost to increase data quality is high

. Conversely, we find that
when
. In that case, the willingness
to pay of service providers increases more than the cost faced by OEMs, fostering OEMs to set data
quality to the maximum.

6.2.3 Simulations from the model
We use previous results from the model to draw simulation in a model with different periods. We use inputs from the market to analyse different scenarios. We consider for the sake of simplicity that the discount factor is equal to 1, i.e profits at period
consider only the case where
admit a maximum.

have the same value as profits at period

, i.e that OEMs profit functions are such that profits always

Scenario 1: optimistic trend
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In this scenario, we assume that the willingness to pay of service providers increases from period to period. Conversely, we assume that management and data extraction decrease across time.

Figure 10 Economic model simulation: optimistic trend

As service providers’ willingness to pay increases faster that data management cost, profits are increasing for all actors. The platform is more efficient across time and manages to extract more revenue. This
optimistic case shows Automat market place getting more market power.

Scenario 2: neutral trend
In this scenario, we assume that the willingness to pay of service providers increases from period to period. Conversely, we assume that management and data extraction cost remain constant across time.
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Figure 11 Economic model simulation: neutral trend

We witness the same but less powerfull trend as the optimistic scenario. Automat is still increasing profits
thanks to a higher willingness to pay from service providers.

Scenario 3: pessimistic trend
In this scenario, we assume that the willingness to pay of service providers decrease from period to period. Conversely, we assume that management and data extraction cost remain constant across time.
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Figure 12 Economic model simulation: pessimistic trend

The mechanisms remain the same but the profits of the market are lower. This is due to the weak
increase in market opportunity on the service providers side.
Such simulations help us to understand how important P&L elements impacting the different market factors are. Indeed, increasing service providers willingness to pay as well as minimizing data management
cost are key to automat platform sustainability.

6.2.4 Using the model to understand P&L classification

Elements related to OEMs cost to increase data quality.
Different elements may impact the cost for OEMs to provide better and more usable data. In order to insure market sustainability those cost should be minimized. Such dongle may also be very effective in
recovering non-usable data, which lead the dongle to be market ineffective.
Firstly, it is important to take in account that for OEM to recover data, cars must be equipped with a telemetry dongle. Such cost is considered as a fixed cost by OEMS. Access to different dongle technology
may allow OEM to extract more precise data at a higher fixed cost by car
Secondly, extracting “richer” data may cost more than extracting simple data. Indeed, storing, processing,
compressing, securing, organizing and enriching data after extraction may be more costly for richer data.
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Elements related to the platform cost to manage data of quality level
The platform gathers and manages data before they sell the access to service providers.
Firstly, richer data may induce higher cost of management. This is particularly true as data have to be
stored and gather in the cloud. On key aspect faced by the platform is related to the need in both data
privacy and security when dealing with data of many OEMs. In this case, richer data should induce higher
cost of management. How such cost may change may depend on new requirements that might appear
and affect the treatment of data set.

Elements related to willingness to pay of SPs for data of quality level
We want to know how service providers’ willingness to pay for accessing OEMs data of high quality may
change with market inputs.
Firstly, early stage cooperation between OEMs and service providers positively impact service providers’
willingness to pay for data access. Indeed, such collaboration allows the discovery of business opportunities as well as cooperation stimulation on product development.
Secondly, service providers may need a minimum of data to launch services. For example, HERE may
need enough data on one specific route to launch a valuable service.
Thirdly, service providers may value additional data quality differently if the quality is already high. For
example, HERE may be willing to pay for car data up to a point where the coverage on a specific route is
good enough and don’t need richer data.

6.3

The Price scheme

During the second part of the project, while pushing for the completion of the Significance Prober Process
to align demand and offer for a data package definition, we explored the price scheme currently applied
by operating data platforms.
Based on a study of Frost&Sullivan and from other platforms’ analysis, the schemes mostly used for
managing the transactions in such platforms are:
-

value-based,

-

platform licensing,

-

revenue sharing

As far as the price scheme toward users, there are three main formulas when approaching data marketplaces:
A) PPP Pay Per Play, with seller setting a price pt for the (t + 1)-st usage, and buyer knows the sequence {pt}∞ t=0 up front.
An hypothesis of application in data marketplace can include the following scenario: seller offers a free
trial to the buyer for the first T uses, and then charges a constant price of c per usage thereafter, that is,
pt = 0 for t < T, and pt = c for t ≥ T
In this case, buyer buys the item for at least as long as his value exceeds the current price: Vt ≥ pt
B) Monthly subscription: a flat fee is defined for a certain amount of quantity of data requested, with the
possibility of having different price ranges depending on features and customer service. The monthly
subscription should give more services than PPP.
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C) Fixed price per byte: standard scheme of price, based on the determination of cost of data and acceptable price by customers.
For insurances, the most applied price schemes are the pay as you drive (PAYD) to pay how you drive
(PHYD), which allow a better formulation of insurance premiums than traditional price scheme based on
cost of a service plus mark up.
Some use cases based on data such location, driver behaviour and vehicle use data (e.g. real-time location-based promotions, ride sharing specific insurance, digital car maintenance books) are described as
the data ready to perform both quick monetization and related ROI (Frost&Sullivan 2017 report). But Automat experience so far showed that the monetization is not as quick as the usability of data needs interaction, and therefore time during which service providers are not willing to pay for the data still un-usable
from their side.
This is the reason why we reflected on the real need of the platform sides to get a sellable matching to
propose a price scheme adequate to each step of the platform growth toward scalability.
Based on the understanding of the value chain steps and service providers’ needs, we formulated the
PPPI price scheme, Pay per Play and Impact, as evolution of PPP (Pay per Play) introducing an extended time frame and Impact as a variable.
The grounding principles of the PPPI are the following:
- service providers’ willingness to pay cannot be built upfront, but must be constructed through a phase in
which data are available for free for service providers and OEMs to identify together the best fit as data
collection method and data package.
- the scalability of the platform depends on the action of all the participants to the conception-prototype
phases and actors actively seeking such scalability should be rewarded for their action and via the reward, receive an incentive to stay in the platform
- the price scheme cannot be static, as roles and needs of platform participants change during the project
deployment. Price scheme must be dynamics and be able to adapt to the stage of deployment.
For the above reasons, we introduce I(x) in which price is not constant, but might vary depending on uses
quantity and on users’ contribution to marketplace adoption dynamics.
i0: seller offers a free trial (price c0=0) to the buyer for the first T0 uses, and I0 impact on platform adoption
i1: seller charges a constant price of c1 per usage thereafter, that is, pti = 0 for t1 < T0 and I1 < I0, and pt
= c for T 1≥ T0 and i1≥ I0
i2: seller charges a price c 2 <c1 for T 2≥ T1 and i2≥ I1
i3: seller modify price scheme from PPP to monthly subscription for T 3≥ T2 and i3≥ I2
Buyer‘s value must exceed the current price: Vtx ≥ ptx
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PHASE 1

PHASE 2

PHASE
3
PHASE4
Strictly confidential
- GMarcocchia

Figure 13 PPPI price scheme timeline

The definition of Impact applying to the effect of the role played by platform users can be defined as follows:
●

Industrial impact and investment generator

●

Big data landscape contributor

●

Ignitor of new business opportunities for the marketplace

●

Innovation booster

●

Community creator

●

Framer for conditions for data economy

●

Contributor to marketplace cost reduction/efficiency

In term of assigning a perceived value of the impact, the frame here below, proposed by Genesis as
adapted from Sveiby K-E (1997) could be adapted to the typology of impact above listed:

Table 13 Example of Impact monitor
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In the timeline, we forecast that in phase 3 of the project, platform users’ impact on the above factors
become positive, and therefore they acquire the right to have a price reduction on previous phase.
In such phase, we define the platform user as Impact Striker. This level of positive input on the platform
long term sustainability is recognized via a modification of price conditions. Based on the score reached
per actor, the price adopted in Phase 3 will be adjusted according to an established frame of reduction
toward users’ incenting.
This should represent an incentive for platform users to actively seek for platform efficiency through the
accomplishment of positive contribution to the ecosystem development around collected car data.
Based on such project-phase identification, the price scheme integrated the Marketplace P&L structured
with different roles played by the marketplace users in a given phase of the platform deployment.

6.4

The matching arena: the P&L simulation

6.4.1 The hypothesis
The elements composing the cost and revenue elements of the marketplace have been defined along the
process of the prototype development. We performed a detailed analysis of the components of the P&L
adapted to such a business as a data marketplace, and we defined a preliminary frame to be shared with
the partners and to be further developed by adding numerical values to each row and column.
The approach proposed was to consider two frames relevant to our analysis in term of business model,
the Prototype phase analysis and the P&L. The assessment level coherent with the current development
of the project didn’t include the Balance Sheet and the Cash Flow analysis.

The first frame was the Prototype investment plan up to commercialization phase, structured as follows:

Investments

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019 ...until SOP

1. prototype phase
Automat total cost
2. implementation phase to SOP
Automat 2nd phase
Total
Table 14 Profit&Loss investment input

Based on analysis of data marketplace publicly available information on financial records, the second
frame was the P&L preliminary structure:
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2019

2020

2021

SALES
Sales based on km driven by connected cars
Functionality 1
Functionality 2
Functionality 3
Sales based on km driven by autonomous vehicles
TOTAL SALES
COSTS OF REVENUES:
Cost of data acquisition from data owner-car
user/owner

0

0

GROSS PROFIT
Gross Profit Margin
2019

2020

FIXED EXPENSES:
R&D
Sales
Administration
Marketing
Communication
IT management
Developers
Legal office
Depreciation
Amortization
Insurance
Office rent for platform managers
Cloud space rent
Maintenance of IT infrastructure
TOTAL OTHER EXPENSES
OPERATING PROFIT (EBIT)
OPERATING PROFIT (EBIT) MARGIN
Interest
NET PROFIT BEFORE TAXES
Taxes
NET PROFIT
EBITDA
Table 15 P&L preliminary frame
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As the future of the platform following M36 deliverables has not been defined, commercial data packages
are not fully defined yet, and activities have not been estimated, the first frame has not been filled so far,
and the second one has been filled by considering a gradual adoption of the platform and adaptive price
scheme as progressive commercialization path.
In order to provide effective tool for dialogue and decision making at Consortium level, a set of general
hypothesis have been set and estimations performed on the base of external information and extrapolations. The main factors evaluated are the following:
a) Time frame
b) Geographical coverage
c) Amount of available data in the platform
d) Revenue streams
e) Price per data package, per user and per project phase
f)

Marketplace broker percentage

g) Cost of revenues
h) Fixed cost
i)

Cybersecurity expenses

Hypotheses have been formulated as follows:
a) Time frame: three years have been considered as realistic and useful horizon to be forecasted
b) Geographical coverage: EU 28 countries
c) Amount of available data in the platform:
d) Revenue streams:
Benefits indicated in the ACEA white paper as deriving from cars connectivity have not been included in
the above hypothesis and calculation. Such benefits include:

Traffic congestion reduction
energy savings on roads by lowering
fuel consumption
increasing use of EV
more effective logistics
accident reduction
faster intervention of special vehicles
such as ambulances

e) Price per data package, per user and per project phase:
f)

Marketplace broker percentage:

g) Cost of revenues:
h) Fixed cost:
i)

Cybersecurity expenses: they have been estimated at 15% of total budget of fixed expenses, on
the basis of available information on similar platform (roughly 10%) and increment due to increasing concern on the topic.

j)

Interests: interests have been calculated considered the current cost of money borrowing
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So far, no taxes have been considered on the P&L, as the legal location of the Marketplace might heavily
impact this calculation and no strategic decision has been made.

All the detailed hypotheses are available in annex 9.2.

6.4.2 The P&L simulation
First Scenario based on price per data package
As first scenario, we decided to adopt the following choices:
-

Sales: They have been estimated as a percentage on the transactions amount. Transactions are given by the price per data package and the amount of data package sold. The
impact phase defined as price evolution on the PPPI price scheme will be reached in
2020. Initial paid price per data package is estimated at 15 euro per package. Consortium Service Providers partners are buying the same amount of data, and the for the new
use cases (functionality) hypothesis is that sales will start to produce revenue on the
second year on. The adoption rate of the platform has been estimated as high for the
new comers.

-

Revenue Scheme: Broker percentage with higher value compared to available information on data marketplace (5.5% for Dawex)

-

Costs: all cost estimation is linked to the amount of sold packages. For variable costs, the
amount of data packages sold is multiplied by the estimated variable cost per data package, 3 euro. As far as fixed cost, the hypothesis is derived by observation of fixed cost
evolution compared to sales in data marketplaces, such as Microsoft Azure. The estimation on retroactive values for existing data platform drove to a hypothesis of fixed cost at
45% of the first year sales. The amount of fixed cost doesn’t change during the three
year period of the P&L simulation.

Based on the detailed hypothesis reported in Annex 9.2, the amount of transactions of the marketplace
has been estimated for the three year period:

2019
TRANSACTIONS AMOUNT
Amount of transactions for data sales to
service providers based on km driven by
Functionality 1- Use case road roughness
Functionality 2- Use case Meteo stations
Functionality 3- combinated use cases with
merged service Here&Meteologix

2020

2021

152042235,7
152042235,7

368550379,2
368550379,2

482527996,5
482527996,5

0

368550379,2

2067977128

Functionality 4- for taxi companies

0

368550379,2

2067977128

Functionality 5- for mobility service provider

0

368550379,2

2067977128

Transactions based on km driven by autonomous
NAvehicles
NA
NA
Total of transaction amount
304 084 471
1 842 751 896 7 168 987 377
Table 16 Scenario 1 Transaction amount
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The resulting P&L is here below:

2019

2020

2021

REVENUES
Broker revenue on % on transactions
Revenues from other sources:
Sponsorship
Advertisement
TOTAL REVENUES

30408447,13

184275189,6

716898737,7

2000000
0

2000000
1000000

1000000
2000000

32408447,13

187275189,6

719898737,7

COSTS OF REVENUES:
Cost of platform data package
processing (marketplace variable
Discovery services
Data Retrieving
Cost for advance queries
Cloud storage indexing
Contract management
Broker services
Total cost of revenues
GROSS PROFIT
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16724645,92
6689858,369
13379716,74
10034787,55
6689858,369
13379716,74
66898583,69

55282556,89
22113022,75
44226045,51
33169534,13
22113022,75
44226045,51
221130227,5

175778055,9
70311222,35
140622444,7
105466833,5
70311222,35
140622444,7
703112223,5

-34490136,56

-33855037,92

16786514,19
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FIXED EXPENSES:
R&D
Sales
Administration
Marketing
Communication
IT management
Developers
Legal office
Depreciation
Amortization
Insurance
Office rent for platform managers
Cloud space rent

437514,0363
2333408,193
1458380,121
1458380,121
729190,0605
875028,0726
2916760,242
1458380,121
145838,0121
145838,0121
437514,0363
145838,0121
583352,0484

Maintenance of IT infrastructure
TOTAL FIXED EXPENSES
Cybersecurity expenses
TOTAL FIXED EXPENSES including
Cybersecurity
OPERATING PROFIT (EBIT)
OPERATING PROFIT (EBIT) MARGIN
Interest
NET PROFIT BEFORE TAXES
Taxes

NET PROFIT
EBITDA

437514,0363
2333408,193
1458380,121
1458380,121
729190,0605
875028,0726
2916760,242
1458380,121
145838,0121
145838,0121
437514,0363
145838,0121
583352,0484

1458380,121
14583801,21
2187570,181

437514,0363
2333408,193
1458380,121
1458380,121
729190,0605
875028,0726
2916760,242
1458380,121
145838,0121
145838,0121
437514,0363
145838,0121
583352,0484
0
1458380,121
14583801,21
2187570,181

16771371,39
-51261507,95

16771371,39
-50626409,31

16771371,39
15142,79558

25000
-51286507,95

25000
-50651409,31

25000
-9857,204424

1458380,121
14583801,21
2187570,181

NA

NA

NA

NA
NA

NA
NA

NA
NA

Table 17 Scenario 1 P&L

th

As a result of the above main choices, Marketplace profitability is forecastable in the 4 year of operations.

Second Scenario based on willingness to pay on a vehicle basis
For the second scenario, we used the following choice of hypothesis:
-

Sales: estimation of sales has been reviewed for a more conservative evolution of the car
connectivity application from OEMs and willingness to pay on the Service providers’ side.
Therefore the amount of connected cars equipped with Dongle decrease dramatically,
and consequently the number of data packages potentially available on the marketplace.
The hypothesis on price per package paid by Service Providers reflected the car data
value estimation from Frost&Sullivan report on late 2017, and it is valid for the partners of
the consortium and new comers.
The price per car data has been estimated evolving from 20 to 33 euro based on a mix of
Insurance services (and mobility companies), Here use case and Meteologix use case.
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An earlier contribution from Functionality 3 has been forecasted.
-

Compared to the first scenario, the price had been lowered. The quantity of sold packaged per service provider didn’t change.

-

Revenue Scheme: unchanged compared to first scenario

-

Costs: Flexible cost evaluation is based on a lower cost per package, and Fixed cost hypothesis are unchanged from first scenario

Based on the detailed hypothesis reported in Appendix 9.2, the amount of transactions of the marketplace
has been estimated for the three year period:
2019
TRANSACTIONS AMOUNT
Amount of transactions for data sales to service
providers based on km driven by connected cars:
Functionality 1- Use case road roughness
Functionality 2- Use case Meteo stations
Functionality 3- combinated use cases with merged
service Here&Meteologix
Functionality 4- for taxi companies
Functionality 5- for mobility service provider
Transactions based on km driven by autonomous
vehicles
Total of transaction amount

2020

30408447,13
30408447,13

73710075,85
73710075,85

193011198,6
193011198,6

0
0
0

16380016,86
16380016,86
16380016,86

551460567,5
551460567,5
551460567,5

NA

NA
67 574 327

Table 18 Scenario 2 Transaction amount

The resulting P&L is here below:
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2019

2020

2021

REVENUES
Broker revenue on % on transactions

6757432,696

19110019,66

56869371,02

2000000
0

2000000
1000000

1000000
2000000

8757432,696

22110019,66

59869371,02

1858293,99
743317,5966
1486635,193
1114976,395
743317,5966
1486635,193
7433175,966

6142506,321
2457002,528
4914005,057
3685503,792
2457002,528
4914005,057
24570025,28

29296342,65
11718537,06
23437074,12
17577805,59
11718537,06
23437074,12
117185370,6

1324256,73

-2460005,618

-57315999,57

FIXED EXPENSES:
R&D
Sales
Administration
Marketing
Communication
IT management
Developers
Legal office
Depreciation
Amortization
Insurance
Office rent for platform managers
Cloud space rent

118225,3414
630535,1541
394084,4713
394084,4713
197042,2357
236450,6828
788168,9426
394084,4713
39408,44713
39408,44713
118225,3414
39408,44713
157633,7885

118225,3414
630535,1541
394084,4713
394084,4713
197042,2357
236450,6828
788168,9426
394084,4713
39408,44713
39408,44713
118225,3414
39408,44713
157633,7885

Maintenance of IT infrastructure
TOTAL FIXED EXPENSES
Cybersecurity expenses as 15% of budget

394084,4713
3940844,713
591126,707

118225,3414
630535,1541
394084,4713
394084,4713
197042,2357
236450,6828
788168,9426
394084,4713
39408,44713
39408,44713
118225,3414
39408,44713
157633,7885
0
394084,4713
3940844,713
591126,707

TOTAL FIEXD EXPENSES including Cybersecurity
OPERATING PROFIT (EBIT)
OPERATING PROFIT (EBIT) MARGIN
Interest
NET PROFIT BEFORE TAXES

4531971,42
-3207714,69

4531971,42
-6991977,039

4531971,42
-61847970,99

25000
-3232714,69

25000
-7016977,039

25000
-61872970,99

Revenues from other sources:
Sponsorship
Advertisement
TOTAL REVENUES
COSTS OF REVENUES:
Cost of platform data package processing
(marketplace variable costs):
Discovery services
Data Retrieving
Cost for advance queries
Cloud storage indexing
Contract management
Broker services
Total cost of revenues
GROSS PROFIT
Gross Profit Margin

Taxes

NET PROFIT
EBITDA

NA

NA

NA

NA
NA

NA
NA

NA
NA

Table 19 Scenario 2 P&L
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With the above hypothesis on lower sales, this scenario shows that potential price on car data cannot be
affordable if service providers user group is kept small for the marketplace to become profitable in the
short term.
Actions suggested could be to lower the variable cost of the package by 2/3 (from 3 euro to 1 euro) and in
parallel increase the use cases dramatically, otherwise the marketplace profitability path won't take off.

6.4.3 Alternative hypothesis for Marketplace sales
The above estimation could be then compared to the elaboration of the data value per car proposed by
Consultancy agency Frost&Sullivan in their latest report on car value, edited in late 2017. As per the information included in the report and the hypothesis of connected cars equipped with dongles and percentage of transaction fee, we made the following scenario for sales per year:

Best scenario

Average
scenario

Low end
scenario

Frost&Sullivan 2017 Hypothesis of cars data
monetization by OEMs
UsageBased
UsageBased
Insurance Insurance
140 (UBI)
(UBI)
100
40
25

# of Use cases sellable per
car
USD dollar value per car

IMT derived hypothesis on
use cases sold per car and
related monetization in
euro
quantity of use cases sold
per car
Euro value per car

140
81

56
33

35
20

Euro monetization per use
case per car

0,57857143

0,5892857
1

0,57142857
1

Automat potential monetization in euro

2019

2020

2021

Choice of Average monetization per car per year
value of transactions in
euro per car per connected cars
Sales for the marketplace
as % of transactions

33

33

33

334 492 918

675 675
695

1 137 387
420

33 449 292 67 567 570 113 738 742

Table 20 Extrapolation Automat sales on car data monetization from Frost&Sullivan 2017 report
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If we consider such amount in comparison with the 1 simulation scenario of P&L, we can conclude that
the only profitability of the platform can be reached by dramatically lowering the variable cost of sales.
nd

As far as the 2 simulation, such car data value estimation has been already taken into account for modifying the hypothesis of sales.
As elements for further analysis, it should be discussed the size of average use case considered by
Frost&Sullivan in term of data package. No further information regarding this aspect is available in the
report and more analysis on it will allow making more concrete extrapolation on cost and final impact on
profitability.

7 Findings
7.1

Business Model typology
In D6.5 we proposed two scenarios of business model for a data marketplace, as reported in paragraph 1.1.
After the analysis of the characterization of Automat Marketplace, we found that the project is identified by a mix of hybrid characteristics, as it appears in the following frame:

Broker Business Model

Service
Model

Value proposition

Raw data, non-aggregated

Elaborated
packages

Price positioning

Low-end

High-end

To be defined-medium level?

Cost

High (need to collect a wide
scope of data, with several
formats)

Middle (collection focused on several data)

High (need to collect a wide
scope of data to discover which
packages suit users’ need)

Customers

As wide as possible

Several niches

Several niches

Data
sources

Carmakers

Carmakers
+
other
sources to have a perfectly fitted data package.

Carmakers

Platform
activities

Portal maintenance, contract, discovery.

Aggregation, customer
service, marketing

Portal maintenance, Contract,
Discovery, Aggregation, Customer service, marketing

Revenue
sources

Fees on transactions

Packaged services

Fees on transactions

Key success
factors

Volume of data, volume of
clients

Quality of data, quality
of aggregation, comprehension of customer
pain-points.

Quality of data, quality of aggregation,
data
collection
standardization toward aggregate package accessibility

Growth logic

To improve the matchmaking process, to improve
customer targeting and
involvement

To improve the services.

To improve the matchmaking
process

Data/data
package
quality cost

Data supplier

Marketplace manager

Data Supplier and Marketplace
manager, but realized through
iteration btw OEMS and Service
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responsibility

Providers
Table 21 Automat Business model positioning

As it appears from the above frame, Automat Marketplace is a hybrid model compared to the two main
scenario presented.
The pivotal point is the accessibility and usability of the data, which defines the perceived quality of the
data for a service provider as potential platform user. In the case of the pure broker scenario, the accessibility is defined by the data providers by the characteristics of the data. The marketplace doesn’t intervene at all. In the Service Provider scenario, the accessibility and usability apply to aggregated data, and
therefore the responsibility in term of process and result is on the marketplace manager. Such activity will
determine users’ interest and willingness to pay for the data.
In the case of Automat, the data aggregation is done in two steps, one level at OEMs and one level at the
marketplace. From the first use of the collected and uploaded data, it appears that the aggregation of
data depends from the standardization of the collection process, which is under OEMs responsibility. The
aggregation of compatible car data is done at the Marketplace level.
The compatibility level defines the amount of activity needed on the OEMs’ side to make data easy to
aggregate for the marketplace. In the case of Automat, at the prototype level, such process of accessibility degree definition of the data packages is performed through iteration between OEMS and Service
Providers.

7.2

Value creation

From the value network and value chain analysis we observed that through the project partners reached
a certain level of learning and alignment process. This results into the generation of tangible and intangible value with different timing in the collection of it.
The frame here below shows the typology of value with the timeframe of generation. For a current x) value it might correspond to a future x) value:

TANGIBLE VALUE
CURRENT

-

OEMs and Service Provider: first definition of
purchasable package

-

Marketplace prototype in
term of digital structure
and technical features

-

CVMI

INTANGIBLE VALUE
a) Service Providers: Data
treatment and model making for intelligence from data
b) OEMs: Test design for collecting data
c) OEMs: identification of factors influencing data cost
and aggregation process
d) All :Identification of links
btw value chain and P&L
dynamics
e) All: the size of sensed environment/cluster must be
optimized based on Service Providers local needs.
f)
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g) All: knowledge and awareness of privacy and cybersecurity
h) Marketplace: interface usability
FUTURE

a)Service providers: new business
development
b) OEMs contribution to value
proposition definition for service
Providers willingness to pay ignition
- preliminary hypothesis of joint
service by Consortium service
providers from Marketplace data
c) cost reduction on data aggregation
d) value chain cost driver optimization toward profitability
e) All: Test design and data aggregation adaptability to local
needs will allow higher adoption
and willingness to pay for related
packages
f) All: higher performance and
efficiency of project development
in similar projects
g) higher willingness to participate
from OEMs and Service Providers
and end-users side, therefore
more transactions.
h) higher willingness to adopt on
the users’ side, therefore more
transactions
Table 22 Value findings

Most of the links between current intangible value and future tangible value are built on the basis of a
higher level of collaboration that was achievable through the project.
Such results, as the test design for collecting data to satisfy still undefined need was un-forecasted at the
beginning of the project.
Also the analysis of factors impacting data costs generated un-forecasted and very valuable knowledge:
semantic of data, dataset composition of multiple set of data, sensors standards, heterogeneity of OEM
sensor-data, all such factors heavily influence the cost of data and the achievement of the level of accessibility of the data package at marketplace level.
Elements which were not defined in D 6.5 such as data ownership management, privacy management
definition, standard in data format under discussion among OEMS, they were deeply discussed during the
second phase of the project, and partners knowledge, awareness and decision making impacted the value chain analysis.
At the beginning of the projects, there were no cars equipped with connected sensors for collecting for the
project. From the debate ignited by the Significance Prober application and the value chain definition, we
perceived a dis-alignment among technical choices to be made today in term of data collection hardware
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and their validity when the prototype will potentially be approved for realization. A data collector device
choice was made (the Dongle), in order to pursue a strategy of fast scalability and allow the platform to
reach a minimal foot print.

All the above contribute to the business model design, because without these learning steps, it is very
difficult to define effectively a value proposition. Service providers need a better definition, and the matching is not only a price-definition related issue.
Furthermore, we observed the potentiality of new service opportunity co-generated by Consortium partners sharing the intent of stepping outside of the known-service box. Service providers previously unrelated in term of activity and business relationships, they started design a hypothesis of service resulting
from merging both competences while using Automat marketplace data.
Partners are now indeed better acknowledgeable on such platform projects and can apply to similar bid,
as well as they can exploit knowledge synergies. Such elements, plus the above intangible and tangible
value might definitely influence the value appreciation of the project itself, which might be higher than
investment needed for technical roadmap shifting if scalability rate. Intangible value, which might translate
in strategic value, is key to justify the still needed investment in the deployment phase.

7.3

Platform sustainability in exploitation phase

From the application of partners’ inputs to the economic model, we find that the importance of key market
factors must be underlined in order to have a sustainable platform once in exploitation phase.
Firstly, we find that depending on the shape of the marginal cost to increase data quality and the shape of
the marginal willingness to pay of services provider for data quality, OEMS must choose optimally the
sophistication of their dongle that will determine the quality of data packages. This result is intuitive but is
key to the sustainability of Automat platform. Strong business opportunities with service providers should
foster OEMs to install high quality dongle. Conversely, high data management cost (high volumes or privacy and security investment) should refrain from investing in top quality dongles.
Secondly, we find that the price paid by the platform to OEMs increases with willingness to pay of the
provider for data and decreases with data management faced by the platform and data extraction cost
faced by OEMS. This is also intuitive but should be carefully set as it will be responsible of attracting both
service providers and new OEMS, hence insuring a good coordination on the platform
Thirdly, we underline that OEMs, the platform and service providers’ profits depend on the two above
mentioned findings.

8 Recommendations
In order to speed the marketplace path toward sustainability, we identified two horizons of recommendations, on the short term and in the medium term.
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Recommendations on the short term

Firstly, the platform and OEMs must focus on decreasing costs related to data extraction and management. The suggested actions to achieve this target are:



To Increase quality of data package in investing in dongle technology, test based on the design
defined during the project, and feasibility.
To Increase collaboration with Tiers 1 equipment provider in order to develop customized and optimal dongle technology

Secondly, the platform and OEMs must focus on increasing Service providers’ incentives to Automat
marketplace adoption by:



Increasing dataset quality and readability. Ex: better interface, better users’ experience, functional
API….
Increasing test flexibility of data set as data quality may vary according to geographical zones

Thirdly, prices must take in account network effects induced by the fact that a higher number of available
data packages may attract more service provider. As Automat exhibit two-sided mechanisms, it also exhibit chicken and egg platform that won’t be solved without clever pricing schemes.
Fourthly, in order to have a profitable market, OEMs optimal choice of dongle technology must take in
account the shape of Service providers’ willingness to pay. This is very important as a higher level of data
on the market will remain unused if there is no interest from data provider to use them. As a large part of
data from OEMs is unused, cutting down the cost of recovering only useful data may help the platform to
achieve sustainability.
Fifthly, OEMs must provide clean enough database to the platform in order to reduce platform cost to
gather and standardized data. Indeed, the cost to make data usable is shared between the OEMS and
the platform. In some case, the platform may face very high cost to merge OEMs databases that are in
different format, which would decrease Automat sustainability. In this case, OEMs may optimally bear a
part of the cost that would be compensated by a lower fee from the platform, and would generate more
revenue across Automat.

8.2

Recommendation on the medium term:

Based on the above recommendations on main forces influencing the profitability path of the marketplace,
we identified the necessity of pursuing the prototype development toward commercial deployment via a
second phase of prototype, during which the demand-offer matching process can be further developed.
This process will enable the transformation of created tangible and intangible values into financial flows.
The duration of such second step of prototype will depend on:
1. how fast marketplace is able to increase the accessible and usable data. Key points are OEMs equipment of cars with dongles and implementation Automat derived test for consolidate data packages defined in the first phase as value generator for Consortium Service providers. Marketplace manager can
also search for more vehicle data quickly and cheaply available, such as data from LCV and trucks, to
increase accessibility and usability of data packages.
2. how fast marketplace manager will success in incent potential users to participate to the sand-box
phase with other data packages.
Such second phase will be characterized by the following actions:
- funding research, as the platform won’t generate profit yet.
- Proactively investigate the opportunity to quickly integrate other vehicle data sources than cars
- going to market by exploit the market asset of interest expressed by potential users interviewed by IMT
during the process, but being aware of the side effects of competition among service providers customers
of the same data platform on data package price.
- organizing the data open context forecasted during Automat in order to get more market knowledge and
contact
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- Eventually start to formulate intangible incentives to data owners to keep sharing their data for free,
such as beta testers’ involvement in initiatives etc.
- In term of actors’ role, it seems that making sense of data is time and resource consuming. The level of
readiness of service providers to make sense of them, determine the speed at which the sandbox phase
will last. Investigations outside the consortium make evident that the role of creative/proactive data aggregator is needed to boost potential service providers’ adoption of the platform. Such role could be
played by the Marketplace operator, or, as in the case of the prototype, is not included and it could be
included in the value network as new actor between the marketplace and service providers.
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9 Appendix

9.1

P&L HYPOTHESIS

SCENARIO 1


Amount of available data in the platform

The amount of data available in the platform has been estimated by considering the amount of
connected vehicles in use in the time horizon of three years.
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DATA
WHAT
geographical coverage of data source Europe- 28 countries
typology of data
data collected from the cars of Automat consortium OEMs partners

Typologies of vehicles registered and
potentially in use:
a) passenger vehicles
vehicles in use in 2015-total

Eurostat , ACEA
260 000 000,00 ACEA 256100000 , OICA
263399000
IMT hypothesis based on
average annual growth of
vehicles in use from 20112015 by ACEA and OICA
statista.com

Estimated growht per year during the 1% per year
3-yr old P&L time horizon

OEMs Passenger car market share in
january 2018 based in new registered
cars
FCA

RN
VW
Definition of premium-connected
cars

SOURCE
ADAC
Consortium: as stated
during consortium
meetings, no data from
other sectors are gonna
be aggregated in the
platform, and no more
OEMs are considered in
the 3 yrs horizon.

7% IMT makes 2 hypothesis:
1) market share
percentage on new
registered cars is taken as
% for cars in use, which
might be not accurate 2)
the hypothesis that % of
premium or non premium
cars are the same for the 3
OEMs, to be modified by
them if considered not
close to their real figures
13%
25%
cars providing a superior level of comfort and features. Several brands have soconsidered premium connected cars compared to the all ranges positioning,
which is different from the currently used definition of premium brands or luxury
segment (otherwise we will be restricted to few segments or brands of VW
group). Segments considered are all ( from compact to full sedan, Sports and
SUV) . AS per Ipsos and Business Insider intelligence data, IMT categorizes the
functions of premium-connected cars in five categories:
interaction
driving management
infotainment
convergence
safety and security

% of connected cars sold in Europe
by 2021
% of connected cars in use by 2018

75% Ipsos and Business Insider

% of Vehicles in use in 2015 premium
connected category (for scenario 2, 3
and 4)
Volumes of premium
connectedvehicles in use in 2015
% of connected premium cars
Total of EU connected premium cars
in 2015
% of VW, FCA and RN on total of EU
connected premium cars in 2015
Total of VW, FCA and RN EU
connected premium cars in 2015
% of Vehicle in use in 2015 non
premium (for scenario 2)
Volumes of non premium vehicles in
use in 2015
% of connected non premium cars
20% of the 50% of the total
Total of non connected premium cars
% of VW, FCA and RN on total of EU
connected non premium cars in 2015
Total of VW, FCA and RN EU
connected non premium cars in 2015
Total connected cars for VW, FCA and
RN EU in 2015
connected cars in 2019 If increasing of
1% per year in volumes
Connected cars in 2020
connected cars in 2021
Equipment with Dongle in 2019
Equipment with Dongle in 2020
Equipment with Dongle iin 2021
CAGR 2019-2021
CAGR per year
1% per year!
Average KM driven per car per year
Difference in km driven among
none
premium and non premium

20% IMT Hypothesis

50% IMT Hypothesis

52000000
100% IMT Hypothesis
52000000
45% IMT Hypothesis
23192000
80,00% IMT Hypothesis
208000000

20800000
45% IMT Hypothesis
9276800
32468800
33787163,48
34125035,11
34466285,47
30%
60%
100%
3%

IMT Hypothesis
IMT Hypothesis
IMT Hypothesis
IMT Hypothesis

13000 ADAC
IMT assumption to
simplify calculation

b) LCV (gross weight less than 3,5
tons)
CAGR betweek 2017-2021
CAGR per year
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The growth percentage per year of the quantity of vehicles in use has been estimated on the basis of historical growth of such parameter in the last years reported by OICA:

in thousand

2011
251246

2012
253591
1%

2013
256135
1%

2014
258637
1%

2015
263399
2%

Growth percentage per year for vehicles in use for the Automat P&L has been estimated at 1%.

The result of such hypothesis mix is the data of Dongle-connected cars and amount of data
packages available in the platform
DATA VOLUME ON THE PLATFORM
Connected cars
Connected cars equipped with Dongle
Data collected in Megabites by cars Dongle scenario 2 100
Megabite per month per car
Number of data packages potentially available in the platform
Number of data packages sold
% of sold(= to sellable) packages on total packages available

2019
33787163,48
10136149,04

2020
34125035,11
20475021,07

2021
34466285,47
34466285,47

12163378853

24570025283

41359542559

202722980,9
22299527,9
11%

409500421,4
73710075,85
18%

689325709,3
234370741,2
34%

The sold packages are equal to sellable packages as hypothesis of calculation.
Sellable packages have been estimated



Revenue streams

in the 3-yr period, we consider source A), E) and F) of the potential source of revenue listed in the
text
The valorization of E and F will be based on the adoption rate, sponsorship more important on the
first 2 years, and advertising more important starting from 3rd year when adoption is more significant, and interest from advertiser increases
Sponsoring
IMT same amount of sponsoring on 2 years of operations, then SP
become Impact Strikers and sponsoring decreases as adoption
increase. Sponsorship is needed to cover the time for offer and
2019 2000000 demand to match.
2020 2000000
2021 1000000
Advertising
IMT Hypothesis 0 adv on first year for not enough platform
2019
0 adopters, than increase constantly as platform adoption kicks in
2020 1000000
2021 2000000



Price per data package, per user and per project phase
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Price scheme
PPPI
Duration of each
phase
i0 2018 for Here and Meteologix, 2019 for buyers of functionality 3 and new comers
functionality 4 and 5
i1 2019 and 2020 for Here and Meteologix, 2020 and 2021 for new comers
i2 2021 for Here and Meteologix, 2022 for new comers
i3 2022 for Here and Meteologix, 2023 for new comers
Time for a SP to
become Impact
Striker in years

2

Price hypothesis per each service provider:
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Price for Here
roadroughness in
euro per package
per year
2019

2020
2021
Price for
Meteologix in
euro per package
2019

2020
2021
Quantity of
package bought
by partner Here
2019
2020
2021
Quantity of
package bought
by partner
Meteologix
2019
2020
2021

IMT hypothesis of i0 price 0 in 2018 as trial time, and
constant price for year 2019 and 2020, time needed
15 to service providers become an impactor
15 in year 3 Sp becomes Impact Striker.
10

IMT hypothesis of i0 price 0 in 2018 as trial time, and
constant price for year 2019 and 2020, time needed
15 to service providers become an impactor
15
10

5% IMT hypothesis on usefulness of uploaded data
6% IMT hypothesis on usefulness of uploaded data
7%

5% IMT hypothesis on usefulness of uploaded data
6% IMT hypothesis on usefulness of uploaded data
7%

No different price per typology of package is forecasted as consortium partners do not want to
consider packages at different quality. The reality is that there will be a price-searching phase
depending on the quality of the package
Price Hypothesis for new comers:

Price for functionality 3, 4,
and 5 per package per year
2019

2020
2021
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Quantity of
package bought
by new comers
per new comer
2019
2020

1,00%
IMT: hypothesis of higher increase percentage per
year compared to consortium partners' service providers because we consider more than 1 actor per
6% typology will join the platform per functionality
20%

2021



Marketplace broker percentage

REVENUE SCHEME
broker scheme



10% IMT hypothesis: % on transactions as the marketplace generates the
packages and not simple providing an exchange space

Cost of revenues

Hypothesis of cost per data package:
Cost on data extraction:

WHAT
Size of data package in megabytes
Data collected by cars Dongle
scenario 2 100 Megabyte per
month per car

DATA

SOURCE
Automat consortium meet60 ing Paris sept 17

100 megabyte

Price per data package
Platform Data variable cost
per megabytes in Euro
OEMs extraction Data variable cost in euro per megabyte

from Telcom platform
3 available data
IMT extrapolation from
0,005 OEMs comments

Data prices from Telco opera- 0,075 USD per Metors to customer
gabyte
Data prices from Telco to
Marketplace if considered as
final user, but special rates
and cost decreasing for connectivity technology improving will decrease it
Fixed costs on servers for
connectivity on1 OEM
D6.7 Final version
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Data treatment cost per car
per year

maximum
indexable data
in megabites
OEM's variable
cost of extraction
OEM variable cost
of extraction in
Fixed costs on
servers per 3
Fixed costs per
Data acquisition
cost for OEMs per

(investigation at OEM, but it
should be linked to the
1000000 amount of data transferred)

2147483519
128 849 011 140,00
644 245 055,70
0,30
300 000 000,00
0,14
0,44

Cost of data acquisition and processing have not been further investigated as the P&L is based on a Broker revenue model.

IMT Analysis of publicly available Microsoft Azure financial statements used for hypothesis formulation:

SALES

yearly variation
2015-2016 2016-2017
121%
62%

COSTS OF SALES:

126%

101%

GROSS PROFIT

120%

59%

none

none

49%

21%

FIXED EXPENSES:
R&D
Sales
Administration
SALES
% ON REVENUES

64418
2017

39656
2016

17963
2015

COST OF REVENUES
GROSS PROFIT
SALES, GENERAL AND ADM
OPERATING INCOME

9%
91%
19%
47%

7%
93%
26%
41%

7%
93%
38%
26%

EARNINGS BEFORE INTEREST AND TAXES
INTERESTS
NET INCOME

50%
57%
-28%

28%
78%
-63%

-0,33%
73,99%
-96%
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Hypothesis on Variable costs of the platform:

Cost of platform
data package
processing
(marketplace
variable costs)
per data package
in euro:

IMT: total based on
assumption of 3 euro per data
package. In Azure after 6 years
of activities it is 7% of sales,
which in our case would mean
3,00 0,01 euro per data package
IMT: hypothesis on % of the
total variable cost of
0,25 processing.
0,10

Discovery
services
Data Retrieving
Cost for advance
queries
Cloud storage
indexing
Contract
management
Broker services



0,20
0,15
0,10
0,20

Fixed cost

Total fixed expenses as % on
1st year sales

IMT: hypothesis based on other platforms
comparison such Azure FIXED COST as average
per year. Hypothesis is 45% of first year sales to
set values, and then the value doesn’t change
for the following 3 years.

45%
Contribution of each expenses to the total, in %
R&D
Sales
Administration

3%
16%
10%

Marketing

IMT: they are not considered in the value chain
10% so far

Communication
IT management
Developers
Legal office
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Amortization
Insurance
Office rent for platform
managers
Cloud space rent
Maintenance of IT infrastructure

Fixed expenses
repartition variation over the
years
Interest

Yearly interest
rate
Capital on which
Automat subscribes a loan
Taxes
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IMT hypothesis as fixed tangible assets of the
platform have not been defined yet in details.
Once defined the value, we use a constant rate
of depreciation during the year time of using
1% the assets
IMT hypothesis includes assets of the platforms
such the investment done for cloud storage,
etc. Marketplace manager will provide % of
cost on the total and duration of amortization.
Same rule as per depreciation, constant yearly
1% value
3%
1%
4%
10%

0% IMT hypothesis: no variation on % on the total
IMT hypothesis to pay for the money lent on 2018 to
keep the platform alive and running to have the opportunity to test it and have Service Providers going
through the i0 phase of PPPI and Impact striking
process.
IMT hypothesis on money cost from ABI articles on
1,50% firm funding
IMT hypothesis of 1/3 of total Automat budget, as
1666666,667 considered for 3 years
IMT hypothesis of not considering Taxes, as the
0 country of residence of the platform is not decided

Cybersecurity expenses

Cybersecurity
expenses on
budget
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SCENARIO 2
Here reported only the hypothesis which have been modified from Scenario 1

Total of VW, FCA and RN EU
connected non premium cars in 2015
Total connected cars for VW, FCA and
RN EU in 2015
connected cars in 2019 If increasing of
1% per year in volumes
Connected cars in 2020
connected cars in 2021
Equipment with Dongle in 2019
Equipment with Dongle in 2020
Equipment with Dongle iin 2021

9276800
32468800
33787163,48
34125035,11
34466285,47
10%
20%
50%

Cost of platform data package processing (marketplace variable costs)
per data package:

IMT: lowered cost based on
the hypothesis of higher optimization during prototype
1,00 phase

Discovery services

IMT: hypothesis on % of the
total variable cost of pro0,25 cessing.
0,10
0,20
0,15
0,10
0,20

Data Retrieving
Cost for advance queries
Cloud storage indexing
Contract management
Broker services

Price per car per year on its data
2019
2020
2021

euro based on lowest hypothesis of F&S
20 late 2017
28 IMT hypothesis
euro, based on highest hypothesis of
Frost&Sullivan late 2017, and paybale by
service providers from 2019 on for the
ones already familiarized with the
33 packages

Price for Here road-roughness in euro
per connected car per year
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2019
IMT hypothesis of i0 price 0 in 2018 as
trial time, and constant price for year
2019 and 2020, time needed to service
9 providers become an impactor
2020

2021
Price for Meteologix in euro per package

2019
2020
2021
Quantity of package bought by partner Here
2019
2020
2021
Quantity of package bought by partner Meteologix

in year 3 Service Provider becomes Im9 pact Striker.
8

IMT hypothesis of i0 price 0 in 2018 as
trial time, and constant price for year
2019 and 2020, time needed to service
9 providers become an impactor
9
8

IMT hypothesis on usefulness of upload5% ed data
IMT hypothesis on usefulness of upload6% ed data
7%

2019

IMT hypothesis on usefulness of upload5% ed data

2020
2021

IMT hypothesis on usefulness of upload6% ed data
7%

No different price per typology of
package is forecasted as consortium
partners do not want to consider
packages at different quality. The reality is that there will be a pricesearching phase dependint on the
quality of the package

Price per functionality 3 per package
per year
2019
2020
2021
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Quantity of package bought by new
comer for functionality 3
2019
2020
2021

1,00% IMT Hypothesis
6,00%
20,00%

Price for functionality 4, and 5 per
package per year
2019

2020
2021

IMT hypothesis: in yrs 2019 they join the
platform and they have right to iO price.
0 Then they have 2 yrs at i1 price
2
8

Quantity of package bought by new
comers per new comer
2019

2020
2021
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